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Abstract
Despite having reputations for tolerating non-violent political dissent, it is well-known
that democracies don‟t always behave “democratically” towards political dissenters. Examples of
repressive behavior towards non-violent civil rights activists, communists and ethno-nationalist
groups during the 20th century provide historical examples to demonstrate that high polity scores
don‟t always reflect tolerance for dissent in democratic states. More recently, democratic
governments have struggled over how to behave towards dissenting Islamist groups. Some
Islamist have supported or even committed acts of political violence against democracies. Many
others, however, have adopted and practiced methods that are purely non-violent, despite radical
ideologies. With respect to non-violent Islamist groups, democracies have taken varying
approaches; some have tolerated their activities as free speech, while others have constrained
them. A few democracies have even banned non-violent Islamist groups for reasons that are
idiosyncratic to their legal systems and historical experiences. In most cases of democratic
constraint and/or banning of non-violent Islamist groups, prevention of radicalization and
subsequent political violence (in the form of terrorism) was generally to account. Does silencing
non-violent rhetoric prevent radicalization and political violence in democracies? How might a
democracy‟s use of repression against non-violent political dissenters affect the likelihood of
subsequent political violence? Moreover, how do repressed activists groups respond in a
democratic
context?
This paper investigates democratic repression of non-violent Islamist groups and how
repression is associated with the likelihood of political violence in a democratic context.
Consistent with previous research on the group I argue that when states repress non-violent
activists, the activists resort to informal networks for reorganization and recruitment. These
informal networks (such as anonymous web forums and chat rooms) are already in use by other
illegal groups, including those that use and/or support political violence. When repressed
activists adapt by resorting to these informal channels in democracies, their personal networks
increasingly overlap with those of other proscribed groups. Thus as social solidarity seekers who
are unable to organize openly, once-peaceful activists are more likely to be radicalized and
support or even carry out acts of political violence when they are repressed. I argue that this
phenomenon occurs both domestically and internationally, because the fluidity of informal
channels leveraged by repressed activists transcends borders. As a result, democratic repression
can also lead to an unintended consequence of radicalized activist proliferation abroad.
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Introduction
Scholars of comparative politics and international relations rely heavily on regime
typologies during research. Despite recent arguements that question their versatility and
comparability (Cheibub, Gandhi & Vreeland, 2010), scales such as Polity or Freedom House are
usefully leveraged to test arguments about behaviors associated with different types of regimes.
Other scholars rely on qualitative and more nuanced taxonomies of regimes, such as those
proposed by Geddes (2003), Bratton & Van de Walle (1994) or Gandhi & Przeworski (2007).
From these typologies, prevailing theories of state behavior have developed that frequently
characterize regimes in terms of democratic or autocratic. Democracies, for example, are
expected to facilitate cooperative social norms (Putnam, 1993), allocate resources through stable
electoral and party institutions (Iverson & Soskice, 2007; Mainwaring & Zoco, 2007; Carey &
Shugart, 1995), and accommodate political dissent by subjecting those institutions to popular
participation and competition (Huntington, 1991). Autocracies, in contrast, are expected to
monopolize resource allocations for an exclusive ruling subset (Ross, 2001; Olson, 1993) and
repress or encapsulate potential political opposition (Gandhi & Przeworski, 2007; Carey, 2006;
Gurr, 1970).
Focusing in particular on the democratic regularity of tolerance for political dissent,
scholars have suggested that the free expression and participation of dissenters within a
democratic electoral system decreases the likelihood of those dissenters resorting to violent
rebellion in order to resolve their grievances Gurr (1970). In his analysis of civil conflict, Gurr
argues that democratic institutions offer mechanisms through which dissent can be channeled
peacefully within a democratic regime. More recent findings do suggest that established
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democracies are relatively less-afflicted by violent civil conflict and civil war than nondemocracies (Lacina, 2006; Hegre, 2002). In contrast to democracies, Gurr (1970) argues that
autocracies use repression in order to prevent and mitigate civil conflict in all of its forms; when
able to, they construct internal monitoring and enforcement mechanisms that are designed to
silence and/or eliminate dissenters before they can foment rebellion. Consistent with this logic,
Hegre‟s (2002) study also found that established autocracies were indeed less likely to
experience civil war than non-autocracies.
While these characterizations of regime behaviors towards political dissent have led
scholars to expect state behaviors that often prove empirically typical, it is well-known that
democratic states do not always behave “democratically,” and that autocratic states do not
always behave “autocratically” as might be expected. When focusing on the expectation of
democratic tolerance for non-violent political dissent, examples abound to demonstrate that
democracies, at times, can and do use tools of repression in order to silence or even eliminate
non-violent dissenters. Historical examples include early democratic Europe‟s repression of
colonial subjects in Africa (Mamdani, 2001), South African repression of Black Nationalist
groups prior to the end of apartheid, and American repression of identified leftist subversives
during the 1950s, as well as civil rights activists during the 1960s. More recently, some
democracies have repressed the activities of nonviolent Islamist groups to varying extents. Laws
passed in France, Germany, the United Kingdom, United States and elsewhere have restricted
and/or banned the activities of specific non-violent Islamist groups for varying reasons, most of
which relate to security issues and the global “War on Terror.” Additional laws have passed in
democratic countries that restrict the practicing of cultural customs often associated with Islam;
France‟s banning of wearing hijabs in public is a prime example.
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This paper does not examine the normative ramifications of “democratic repression,” but
rather investigates what security implications such behavior might have for the states exhibiting
it. Specifically: how might a democracy‟s use of repression against non-violent political
dissenters affect the likelihood of radicalization and potential political violence? Can
democracies silence dissenters as effectively as Gurr (1970) argues that established autocracies
are able to? How do repressed activists groups respond in a democratic environment? In this
paper, I present and evaluate a methodology to investigate how democratic repression of nonviolent activist groups may be associated with the likelihood of political violence. Drawing on
social movement theory, I argue that when forced to resort to informal channels for
reorganization in democracies, repressed activists are more likely to radicalize and thus support
or potentially commit acts of political violence. Repressed activists are more likely to radicalize
because the informal networks that they resort to overlap with those already being used by other
repressed activist groups, including those that use political violence. As a result, repressed
activists establish social connections with other repressed activists, including those who advocate
for or use political violence. I argue that this phenomenon occurs both domestically and
internationally, because the fluidity of informal networks used by repressed activists transcends
borders. Consequently, democratic repression may also lead to an unintended consequence of
radicalized activist proliferation abroad. Finally, I argue that this phenomenon poses a unique
problem to democracies, because they lack sufficient internal monitoring and costly punishment
mechanisms necessary to dismantle informal networks vis-à-vis authoritarian states. Drawing on
evidence gathered from the non-violent Islamist group Hizb ut-Tahrir, I use a comparative case
study approach to analyze the extent of activist repression in four democratic states. I then use
dynamic network analysis in order to study changes in the organizational affiliations of Hizb-ut
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Tahrir members over time. This paper presents preliminary findings that support the feasibility of
these methods for accurately measuring organizational affiliations of individuals. These findings
suggest, among other things, that automated network analysis can usefully and accurately harvest
the organizational memberships of individuals from open-source materials, although false
positives do frequently occur. Furthermore, these findings suggest that further distillation of
country-level membership networks using these methods would permit satisfactory investigation
of the substantive hypotheses stated.
The paper is organized as follows. First, I discuss repression in a democratic context and
why I expect it to facilitate activist radicalization and thus increase the likelihood of political
violence. In particular, I draw on social movement theory, organization theory and findings in
political psychology in order to propose network-level mechanisms through which this process
can occur. Second, I measure democratic repression using a comparative case study approach by
taking advantage of a natural experiment with respect to the non-violent Islamist group Hizb utTahrir (HBT). By comparing HBT across four different democracies that have repressed it to
varying extents, I am able to gauge how variation in repression is likely associated with the
subsequent behavior of the activist group membership. Third, I propose a micro-comparative
research design that makes use of automated techniques and dynamic network analysis in order
to investigate the effects of democratic repression at network level. This approach offers an
improvement over traditional methods of studying the relationship between repression and
violence, which have thus far succeeded in evaluating the complexity of the phenomena without
offering consistent conclusions. These traditional approaches typically rely on an organizationlevel behavioral outcome, such as a terrorist attack, as a dependent variable when attempting to
order to gauge a relationship. Because such group-level behavioral outcomes are rare to begin
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with, a study that focuses on the likely precursors to such outcomes (namely organizational
membership) can offer new insights into the micro-foundations of political violence in places
where it is a relatively rare phenomenon. Finally, I conclude with a summary of preliminary
findings, a discussion of shortfalls associated with the research design, and implications for
future research, as well as public policy towards peaceful activists.
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Section 1: Networks, Organizations, and Adaptive Responses to State Repression
Scholars have often approached the study of civil conflict (both peaceful and violent)
from perspectives that aggregate and emphasize the beliefs of political actors at an organizational
level, arguing that actors make rational choices based on these beliefs. Most studies of civil war,
for example, tend to assume that the motivations of rebel groups are given; greed-based models
conceptualize political actors as profit-maximizers (Collier & Hoeffler, 2008; 2004), whereas
grievance models consider the political and economic inequities of political actors as having
explanatory power for their decisions to bear the costs of conflict (Walter, 2004; Kalyvas, 20060;
Gurr, 2000). Comparativists studying non-violent forms of civil conflict often use similar
approaches. Cohen‟s (1994) study of the breakdown of democracy, for example, conceptualizes
political actors at the party level..
While these studies of dissident organizations provide important insights into the
emergent behavior of aggregated political actors, scholars of political psychology and terrorism
have focused increasingly on how such aggregated political actors form, in terms of individual
choices to participate. Specifically, these scholars seek to address the apparent puzzle of why
individuals would agree to bear the costs and risks associated with joining a dissident group
when the likelihood of group-level success in accomplishing stated goals is usually very low.
Most rational choice approaches would suggest that it would be against the individual‟s interests
to do so; rather than personally bearing the costs of participating in civil conflict (whether
peaceful or violent), it would be in an individual‟s best interests to free-ride by allowing others to
bear these costs and still reap any rewards of success.
The costs and risks associated with joining dissident groups, even in democracies, are
high. The Islamist group Al Muhajiroun, for example, demanded significantly more time of its
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members, in addition to financial support, than other UK-based Islamist group; moreover,
members of the group faced social stigma and the disownment of friends and relatives due to its
radical views and support for violence (Wiktorowicz, 2004). Yet when it legally operated in the
UK, Al Muhajiroun never suffered shortages of manpower. In fact, Al Muhajiroun leader Omar
Bakri Mohammed boasted that, at times, he was forced to turn away interested individuals. Some
psychologists approach the process of joining radical activist groups at an individual level.
Horgan (2008), for example, argues that individuals can be profiled in terms of various stages of
radicalization, which are often evidenced by roles entailing varying levels of organizational
involvement.
These authors argue that political elites can alter the incentive structures of individuals
through a combination of ideological indoctrination and, more subtly, the building of personal
relationships with fellow group members. Thus the apparently puzzling behavior of individuals
bearing the costly (and potentially deadly) burden of joining a radical activist group might be
explained in terms of manipulated social incentives such as family, friendship, group affirmation
and feelings of community. Elite manipulation of social incentives is also typical of religious
cults, subcultures and other groups that are relatively socially isolated. Recent work by Abrahms
(2008; 2006) draws on this argument to explain individual incentives within terrorist
organizations; Abrahms argues that the individual social benefits of participation in a terrorist
group better-explain otherwise puzzling group-level behaviors (such as never-ending terrorism
and anonymous attacks, for example) than do explanations that are rooted in an assumption that
the group always behaves in ways that are consistent with its stated strategic goals.
Radicalization and its relationship to the support and/or use of political violence needs to
be clarified in the context of this study before proceeding. A growing literature is available to
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discuss the process of radicalization within individuals, as well as the varying outcomes that
radicalization can facilitate. Horgan notes that radicalization is by no means linear, nor should it
be assumed to result in inevitable participation in acts of violence. With respect to organizational
participation however, it is noted that at the core of any dissident group often lie the most
ideologically and materially committed members, whereas the bulk of the group‟s support comes
from a less-committed but sympathetic periphery. Both Horgan and Wiktorowicz & Kaltenthaler
(2006) argue that integral to the process of radicalization are elites within this committed
organizational core, who build dissident groups for rational and purposive ends, often reflected
in the organization‟s methods or goals. Thus I argue that inferences can be reasonably made
about the extent to which a group of individuals has been radicalized based on the organizations
that they affiliate with, even while conceding that variation exists in roles and pathways within
those organizations. The aggregated group membership of an Islamist organization that carries
out acts of political violence, for example, can reasonably be assumed to have internalized a
deeper commitment to their Islamist cause than the membership of a nonviolent activist group.
This of course is predicated on an assumption that the use and/or support of violence carries with
it higher costs and higher risks to the individual participant than would non-violent approaches.
Recent research in the micro-dynamics of violence has demonstrated that this assumption is not
necessarily true; Scacco (2009), for example, finds that the risks of non-participation actually
outweighed those of participation in Nigerian riots. In that context, individuals who didn‟t
participate in acts of political violence (rioting in this case) were more likely to experience
victimization, whereas those who do riot were better-able to protect their own personal property
and families; thus the environmental context plays an important role in determining whether an
organization‟s use of violence is a useful proxy indicating the extent, range and type of
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radicalization that its membership has internalized. However, despite these caveats, I maintain
that organizational affiliation can be a useful, if imperfect indicator of radicalization.
Furthermore, it is noted that even when disregarding the aforementioned discussion about
the relationship between radicalization and participation, organizational affiliation can still be a
good indicator of an individual‟s likelihood of facilitating and/or committing an act of political
violence. A person who participates or provides even passive support for the violent IMU in
Uzbekistan, for example, is more likely to later be involved in violent acts than a person who
holds membership in Hizb ut-Tahrir. 1 This is because involvement in the overtly violent IMU
provides an individual with potential pathways towards violent acts (including sympathetic
comrades, access to weapons, etc) that are otherwise unavailable to the average member of HBT,
regardless of the extent to which they‟ve experienced radicalization. Thus while radicalization is
discussed as a mechanism through which individuals may be more likely to participate in acts of
political violence, the greater emphasis is placed on network mechanisms as a determinant of
one‟s likelihood of participating in violent acts. In other words, one‟s increased involvement in a
violent organization (and thus exposure to that organization‟s social and organizational
networks) is assumed to imply further radicalization, whereas it is noted that the reverse may not
necessarily be the case.

1

The topic of dual membership, or participation in multiple groups deserves further exploration that is not
discussed in this paper but may potentially be addressed by the methods. For example, an individual might
volunteer their time with a non-violent organization while clandestinely providing fiduciary support for a violent
one in order to minimize personal risks. Others might split their time among multiple organizations, or claim
membership in one while actually dedicating their time and resources to another. The issue of dual-roles and
membership across multiple groups is likely determined by both the number and nature of organizations
ostensibly working towards similar goals, co-location of organizations, as well as the extent to which rivalry exists
between those organizations. Certain dual-membership roles are unlikely across certain pairs and groupings of
organizations; splinter groups being a good example. Because the method used by this paper examines
“organizational affiliations,” defined in terms of number of links between individuals and organizations, it is
possible to ascertain multiple affiliations for any one group member and thus approach questions such as: to what
extent do co-located dissident organizations with similar stated goals share a common membership? Or, at an
individual level, what sorts of roles do individuals who support multiple groups tend to take?
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The aforementioned studies of radicalization, proclivity towards violence, and roles of
elites in the radicalization of individuals complement broader studies of the strategic behavior of
political actors. Political elites, according to Wiktorowicz & Kaltenthaler (2006), alter individual
incentive structures in order to build their organizational capacity. The group itself may then
pursue more purposive strategic goals, such as control of wealth, political power or the
reconciliation of grievances. But what are the specific mechanisms through which political elites
reach out to individuals? What makes some individuals more susceptible to radicalization than
others? Scholars of social movement theory suggest that social networks are the mechanisms
through which political elites and the ideological core of a social movement reach out to
potential new members for recruitment (Tarrow, 1998). It is through social networks that
political dissidents organize and recruit. When studying Al Muhajiroun, for example,
Wiktorowicz (2004) notes that established group members often drew on established friendship,
family and student networks in order to recruit new members. Social networks can be
distinguished between formal networks, such as the hierarchal and associational ties between coworkers created through institutions and associations (Wiktorowicz, 2004; Varshney, 2002), and
informal networks, such as friend and kinship ties and. Increasingly, informal networks emerge
from ties established among individuals via internet venues such social networking websites,
web forums, anonymous chat rooms and massively multiplayer online role playing games
(MMORPGs) 2 (Collins, 2007; 2006, Clark, 2004).
2

Web-based networks themselves can be distinguished between those that are formal and those that are
informal. It would be a mistake, for example, to assume that all social connections formed through internet venues
are informal. Websites such as Linkedin.com and Facebook.com, for example, can be used both as a component of
a formal institution (such as a component to an organization’s official website), or informally to communicate with
friends, relatives and other social contacts. For my purposes, I generally consider internet-based networks to be
informal if they are not associated with an established formal network, and especially if participation in the webbased venue is anonymous. Anonymous forums and chat rooms, for example, undoubtedly fall within the category
of “informal networks” because they facilitate social networking among individuals without associating them with
institutions or organizations. Formal web-based networks, in contrast, generally are those that have physical
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Scholars studying dissident political groups (both peaceful and violent) agree that
informal networks are particularly important for recruiting and building organizational capacity
(Collins, 2007; Wiktorowicz, 2004; Sageman, 2004). Anecdotally, many of the most
ideologically extreme political and religious groups are comprised largely of immediate and
extended family members and friends. Wiktorowicz (2004) establishes the importance of
informal networks to the Islamist group Al Muhajiroun for identifying and recruiting members in
the democratic United Kingdom. Collins (2007) found similar reliance on kinship ties by the
more moderate Islamist groups Hizb ut-Tahrir and Islamic Renaissance Party in the Central
Asian Republics, as well as the Islamic Party of Azerbaijan. From his experiences in
Afghanistan, David Kilcullen (2009) noted that marriage was frequently used by members of the
Taliban in order to build ties with local villages and thus secure loyalty and support.
While political dissidents often use their informal networks for recruitment and political
organization, they also make use of formal networks when operating in permissive environments
(Collins, 2007). For example, scholars studying the group Al Muhajiroun note that the
democratic environment of the United Kingdom permitted the group to establish an official
headquarters and offer formal educational and religious services to the general public; using
these formal channels of outreach facilitated the group‟s attempts to reach broader audiences
among the UK Muslim community and build organizational capacity (Pantucci, 2010;
Wiktorowicz, 2004). Indeed, in permissive contexts such as those of liberal democracies, formal
networks arising from established institutions with routines are extremely important both for
growth and maintenance (Greif, 1994). Political scientists posit that formal organizations, such
as political parties, professional associations and unions, are primary power-brokers in

manifestations. If an organization’s official website includes contact information and an office location, for
example, it would certainly be considered a component of a formal network.
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democracies and also constitute the fabric of civil society (Cusack, Iverson & Soskice, 2007;
Iverson & Soskice, 2006; Varshney, 2002). Indeed, most would agree that formal organizational
structures (such as a core leadership and headquarters) are prerequisite for organizations that
wish to pursue political goals in democratic contexts. Furthermore, the cultural importance of
formal networks in democratic contexts (as argued by Greif, 1994) actually results in the
elevation and separation of one‟s formal networks from one‟s informal networks during the
operations of political organizations. It is a cultural norm in Western democracies, for example,
to frown upon the excessive integration of one‟s formal and informal ties; practices such as
nepotism, “office dating,” and official solicitation of business or politics in family and friendship
settings are frequently viewed as social faux-pas at best and corruption at worst.
As a result of these norms, political dissidents that operate in democratic contexts seek to
establish organizations that facilitate the growth and outreach of their formal networks.
“Professionalism” is key to the organization‟s appeal in these contexts; despite potentially fiery
rhetoric and extremist views, dissident organizations in democracies still seek to establish
headquarters with offices, official websites that are professionally designed, organizational
routines, hierarchies and otherwise emulate the organizational behavior of other, more
conventional establishments such as political parties and unions (Horgan et. al, 2010; Horgan,
Kenney and Vining, 2010). However, in contexts where they are unable to establish
organizations that facilitate the development of their formal networks, political dissidents must
rely exclusively on informal routes to recruit and organize. In her study of Islamist groups in the
authoritarian environments of Central Asia, Collins (2007) found that Islamist organizations
which utilized inclusive informal networks in particular (defined as those that do not inherently
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limit their scope to exclusive identities, such as ethnicity) were generally the most successful at
recruiting new members and organizing.
Political dissidents prefer to organize formally when they are able to and that when they
are unable to (due to a repressive legal environment, for example), they choose to organize via
informal routes. Scholars have also argued that political dissidents adapt their organizational
tactics in response to their legal environments; this process can occur via proactive decisionmaking by the group, or organically through selection. Work by Kenney (2010; 2009; 2007), for
example, demonstrates the rapid adaptive behavior exhibited by militant networks that use
terrorism in direct response to changes in the intensity of repressive actions taken by
governments that fight them. Following this vein of logic, it is reasonable to assume that when
political dissident groups experience repression levied against their established formal networks,
they will seek to preserve their network ties by reorganizing over informal venues. This
argument is consistent with the empirical findings of scholars studying peaceful and violent
Islamist groups (Collins, 2007; Wiktorowicz, 2004; Sageman, 2004). Moreover, this assertion is
strengthened by findings in political psychology that conceptualize political dissidents as social
solidarity-seekers; Max Abrahms (2008), for example, suggests that individuals join militant
groups that use terrorism in order to establish and maintain ties with other like-minded
individuals, who often feel otherwise alienated within their broader societies.
If political dissidents are also social-solidarity seekers, it would be expected that
changes in repression of those dissidents would not likely affect their social ties to one another,
or their interests in establishing those social ties with others similar to them. Thus the disbanding
of an official organization would not necessarily imply disbandment of the network, but would
simply force a change in its venue of manifestation. A recent discussion by Perliger & Pedahzur
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(2011:46) of network analysis applied in study of terrorism notes that networks are indeed
distinct from the organizations they often manifest in; they note, for example, findings
suggesting that networks of violent religious groups in the West form long before both their
cause for organization, as well as their actual use of violence (Hoffman, 1999; Juergensmeyer,
2003; Stern, 2004). Such networks almost certainly endure following an organizations
disbandment.
The preceding discussion of networks, organizations and responses to repression of
political dissident groups suggests several important notions that I integrate into my argument.
First, while political dissidents use both formal and informal networks to organize and recruit,
they prefer to develop formal networks in permissive environments, such as those of liberal
democracies. Second, as social solidarity-seekers, political dissidents seek to establish and
maintain social ties with other political dissidents. Third, as adaptive entities, political dissidents
are expected to maintain their network ties and build new ones through informal networks when
their formal network structures are repressed and thus untenable. Finally, from my earlier
discussion of regime behaviors, it appears that while democracies are generally more tolerant of
political dissident groups than autocracies, democracies can change their “tolerance threshold” in
response to changing perceptions of security and risk. As a result, democracies sometimes
repress political dissidents that they previously tolerated, and vice versa. As I will later discuss in
the specific case of Hizb ut-Tahrir, this was exactly what happened to many non-violent Islamist
groups during the post-9/11 era. I now turn briefly to how these prior findings relate to my
argument about the effect of democratic repression on the behavior of political dissidents.
Because democracies tend to tolerate more extreme ideologies held by political dissenters
than do autocracies, the universe of political dissenters that have established formal
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organizations and use formal networks is broader in democracies than in autocracies. In both
democratic and autocratic contexts however, those political dissenters that advocate and/or
practice varying forms of political violence are almost uniformly repressed. Few regimes tolerate
groups that not only oppose the status quo, but also use violent methods to bring about change.
As a result of this regularity, most overtly violent politically dissenting organizations have relied
heavily on informal networks and methods in order to organize and recruit. Exceptions to this
claim would include organizations which grow strong enough to conquer territory, and thus
establish their own formal organizations outside the de facto jurisdiction of other states;
examples include the FARC in Columbia and Tamil Tigers before their defeat in 2009. Other
exceptions would include organizations that find tolerance and/or support within states other than
the state in which they seek to bring about political change; Hezbollah in Lebanon is a pertinent
example.
Because existing violent activist groups have adapted to the use of informal networks in
order to organize, recruit and pursue their political goals, I argue that non-violent activists whose
formal network structures are dismantled will be more likely to experience radicalization and
support or commit acts of political violence. I expect to observe this outcome because when nonviolent activists are repressed, they also reorganize by resorting to the same informal networks
(and particularly internet-based venues) that violent activists are already using for the same
purpose. Thus in attempting to achieve the benefits of social solidarity with other political
dissenters and reorganize, previously non-violent dissenters are more likely to become affiliated
with, radicalized, and/or recruited by violent elites and their organizations through informal
channels than if they had been permitted to continue organizing themselves formally. In other
words, if the state dismantles a non-violent organization, it risks inadvertently facilitating the
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radicalization and potential use of violence of the organization‟s former membership due to
disruption of the network, and the network‟s reassembly around different organizational
manifestations, some of which are likely to be violent. I formulate this expectation as the
following falsifiable hypothesis:
H1: Repression of non-violent Islamist groups in democracies increases the likelihood of
group members’ association with violent Islamist groups and their membership.
In addition to arguing that democratic repression of non-violent political dissenters is
likely to facilitate their radicalization via provoking association with violent groups over
informal channels, I also propose that the repression of non-violent political dissenters will also
likely facilitate their migration internationally. This argument is based on the logic that informal
network venues (especially those that are internet-based) are less bound by borders than are their
formal counterparts. Thus dissident activists who are repressed within one state are expected to
intermingle with likeminded individuals and groups abroad in order to pursue the benefits of
social solidarity. Therefore, I also propose that:
H2: Repression of non-violent Islamist groups in democracies increases the likelihood of
group members migrating internationally
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Image 1: How Repression of a Legal Activist Group May Lead to Membership Radicalization
via Network
Channels

The consequences of democratic repression of non-violent political dissenters is an
important, policy-relevant topic, especially in the post-9/11 era. Evidence supporting my
hypotheses would suggest, among other things, that in order to reduce the likelihood of
extremists supporting or using political violence, democratic governments should be careful and
err on the side of tolerance when deciding a “threshold of extremism” that they are willing to
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tolerate, lest they inadvertently facilitate the recruitment of violent groups. Evidence supporting
my first hypothesis would suggest a causal mechanism through which a democratic country‟s
repression of a non-violent dissident group would likely result in the subsequent radicalization
and possible participation in violence among the groups membership. Furthermore, evidence
supporting my second hypothesis would suggest that domestic repression of political non-violent
dissidents has international consequences; they are likely to migrate abroad. The subsequent
sections of this paper discuss the two-part qualitative/quantitative research design that I employ
to test these hypotheses. The research design first uses a comparative case study approach in
order to construct my independent variable, which is “level of repression” of non-violent Islamist
groups in a democratic context. I then discuss the construction of my dependent variable using
semi-automated data collection methods and dynamic network analysis. The resulting research is
a semi-quantitative comparative case study that provides a preliminary assessment of how the
associations of Islamist group members change as a function of repression in a democratic
context.
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Section 2: Comparing Cases of Democratic Repression in Democracies: Hizb ut-Tahrir
from 2002-2010
To investigate how democratic repression of nonviolent activist groups is associated with
the subsequent likelihood of political violence, I examine democratic repression of Islamist
groups during the post-9/11 era. Government scrutiny of Islamist groups in democratic countries
increased after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks against the United States. Rubin (2010)
defines Islamism as “a revolutionary political ideology, parallel to such systematic programs as
communism, fascism, liberal democracy and nationalism.” Islamist groups, according to Rubin,
advocate for the establishment of Islam-based systems of governance and thus tend to reject the
legitimacy all other forms of government. Moreover, these groups also advocate for the
unification of the umma (Muslim community) within a single pan-Islamic Caliphate. As a result
of holding these ideological beliefs within the modern system of states, Islamist groups are
inherently anti-systemic, regardless of their location; even Iran, which has enshrined Islam into
its constitution, has not escaped the criticism of some Islamist movements that believe it to be
too liberal (Samii, 2010).
Whereas Islamist ideology consistently rejects the modern notion of the nation-state,
Islamist groups vary in approach and tactics. Some Islamist groups have openly embraced armed
struggle and are directly responsible for carrying out violent attacks, often in the form of
terrorism (Al Qaeda and Jamaah Islamiyah being prominent examples). Other Islamist groups
mix fiery rhetoric with provisions of indirect support for other Islamist groups that use armed
tactics, thus falling into a nebulous category of organizations that facilitate and sometimes
support the use of armed methods, despite not using violence themselves. The UK-based group
Al Muhajiroun is an example of one such group; Pantucci (2010: 226) has described Al
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Muhajiroun as a “connective thread through most Islamist terrorist plots that have emanated
from the United Kingdom,” while conceding that no Al Muhajiroun members have actually
committed acts of violence in the name of, or as present members of the organization. Violent
Islamist organizations and their supporters have posed a security challenge to modern states, thus
resulting in their widespread repression. Most recent acts of democratic repression against
Islamist groups have targeted those groups identified as being responsible for directly carrying
out or providing material support for acts of political violence. Police actions against the wellknown violent Islamist group Al Qaeda, for example, have occurred in Germany, the United
Kingdom and elsewhere. Al Muhajiroun was banned from the United Kingdom in August 2005,
following charges of inciting racial hatred (a crime in the UK) and alleged connections to the
July 7, 2005 subway bombings in London.
While some Islamist groups are engaged in violent conflict with the states that they seek
to overthrow, many other Islamist organizations eschew violence and use exclusively non-violent
methods to pursue their political goals. Perhaps the most prominent example of these groups is
the worldwide Islamist organization Hizb ut-Tahrir (Party of Liberation, or Party of Islamic
Liberation). Hizb ut-Tahrir (henceforth HBT) is unique in several features, some of which
include its size and transnational scope. This transnational scope has enabled the organization to
establish country-level chapters in most of the Western democracies, including its global
headquarters in the United Kingdom; the organization is generally outlawed in most
predominantly Muslim countries and appears to have adapted in response to that reality. In
contrast, many other Islamist groups (both violent and non-violent) are headquartered and focus
their efforts in predominantly Muslim countries, where they may or may not be tolerated by
regimes. Aside from these peculiarities however, HBT shares the same basic organizing
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principles as other Islamist organizations, including both a rejection of the modern system of
states and a commitment to enacting their interpretation of religious law. Thus like other Islamist
groups, HBT advocates for the establishment of a pan-Islamic Caliphate and rejects the regimes
of states in which it operates, whether they are democratic or autocratic in nature. While HBT
advocates for the overthrow of modern states, it has pledged (and appears to follow) a nonviolent strategy in pursuing this goal. Non-violent, in this sense, should be considered in its
strictest defrinition as a lack of violent methods; it would be erroneous to label the group as
“peaceful” due to the nature of its rhetoric and goals. Moreover, ome governments (both
authoritarian and democratic) have questioned the extent to which HBT is truly non-violent;
these states allege that the organization provides support for violent Islamist groups and
radicalizes its members who later go on to participate in other, more overtly violent groups.
Whether these allegations are accurate or are used for political purposes by the states that make
them is difficult to determine. Uzbekistan, for example, frequently accuses HBT members of
terrorist activities and considers the organization comparable to the overtly violent Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU); the group denies these allegations however and claim that the
Uzbek government tortures its members (Collins, 2009). In contrast, the United Kingdom has
investigated alleged group ties to suicide bombers and other violent organizations, but has thus
far been unable to gather evidence clearly implicating the group of having such ties.
To expand on this issue, I conceded that it is highly probable that HBT members have
indeed experienced further ideological radicalization during their membership in HBT, and that
perhaps some have even gone on to support or join ongoing violent conflicts involving the
Ummah, or committed acts of political violence on their behalf. Some observers of the
organization have claimed that this is the intention of HBT; the organization maintains its non-
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violent approach in order to avoid proscription by governments that would otherwise repress it.
While it is difficult to determine the “true intentions” of political organizations with stated goals
that are grand and global in scope (see Abrahms, 2008; 2010 for a discussion of this problem),
some available evidence suggests that HBT has indeed maintained a non-violent approach to
achieving its political goals. This evidence includes an analysis of the organization‟s stated
ideology and observable methods (such as public demonstration and media engagement), as well
as clear tactical considerations associated with the organization‟s area of operations that appear
to render the use of violence impractical at best, and potentially devastating for HBT itself at
worst.
Ideologically, HBT was founded in order to work through the Ummah [Muslim
community, or nation] torwards its stated goals, after having convinced the Ummah to adopt its
ideologies. 3 While the organization‟s goals are global in scope and indicate a predisposition
towards conflict, its primary method of achieving these goals appears to be engagement with its
own religious community, thus suggesting a stronger emphasis on internal politicking as opposed
to outward conflict (and violence). Interestingly, the “period of attaining and seizing the reins of
power through the Ummah” which HBT hopes to eventually bring about must be done “in a
comprehensive manner [b]ecause it is forbidden to seize partial power” according to their
interpretation of Koranic Law. 4 Thus it appears that HBT seeks to achieve its objectives by
inspiring popular revolution of the Ummah via ideological recruitment, rather than using its
members to violently attack the institutions that it eventually seeks to overthrow.
The group‟s UK-based leader and official website both quote Koranic scripture when
framing these goals and methods in order to argue that the political activism of the Prophet
3
4

According to the HBT official history and English website
Ibid.
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Mohammed himself was limited to building a political base of support, and then seeking Nusrah
(assistance and material support) from those in power who had been converted, rather than
directly engaging in acts of violence oneself (Whine, 2006; Mayer, 2004). Interestingly, this
issue was among those responsible for the splintering of Al Muhajiroun from Hizb ut-Tahrir in
1996, when Al Muhajiroun leader (and former HBT UK leader) Omar Bakri Mohammed was
dismissed by the HBT global leadership. Al Muhajiroun subsequently took a more aggressive
approach to its (similar) ideological goals, eventually resulting in the groups loss of tax-exempt
status, banning from the UK, and exile of its leader. Thus the dismissal of Omar Bakri
Mohammed might be interpreted as evidence that Hizb ut-Tahrir “practiced what it preached” in
terms of its nonviolent methods.
Even if one disregards the aforementioned discussion of HBT intentions and ideology, it appears
that from a purely tactical point of view, HBT‟s non-violent approach is essential to its continued
organizational survival and present form of functioning. Some scholars have noted that
regardless of its “true intentions,” a shift in HBT‟s approach towards violent methods in one
country will likely precipitate sustained repression of HBT‟s activities in many other countries
(Collins, 2009; Whine, 2006).This outcome would be expected because any one state
(authoritarian or democratic) that were to suffer from an act of terrorism (or other form of
political violence) carried out by HBT members with assistance from HBT institutions would
likely demand international action against the group. Even the most tolerant of democracies
would likely crack down on the organization if such an outcome were to occur. Considering that
the bulk of HBT‟s legally organized membership and other assets (such as bank accounts,
headquarters, media production studio and printing services) are based in Western democracies
(the UK being most prominent among them), the organization would thus risk severe
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organizational damage on a global scale if one of its regional manifestations were proved to have
provided direct institutional support to individuals committing acts of political violence. Indeed,
HBT has consistently denied all accusations of its current or former members participation in
acts of violence, likely for this very reason. Thus even in countries that actively repress the group
with violence (Uzbekistan being a prime example), HBT generally limits its activities to nonviolent organization of Muslims and demonstrations, often guised as purely religious expression.
Despite its non-violent approaches to pursuing its political goals, HBT has experienced
varying levels of repression and constraints on its activities in the countries it operates. HBT has
experienced nearly uniform outlawing in both authoritarian and semi-authoritarian countries,
though a few exceptions exist. Most predominantly-Muslim countries have banned the
organization; however, it operates freely in both Indonesia and Malaysia (Baran, 2004). HBT
members are especially repressed in the semi-authoritarian Central Asian republics, where the
group is extremely popular and thus perceived as a legitimate threat to secular regimes. Recent
fieldwork on the group by Collins (2007) has found that HBT has experienced violent repression
in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan; association with the group carries minimum prison
sentences of at least three years in all three countries, and many members have alleged torture.
Interestingly, Collins has found that HBT in Central Asia maintains its non-violent approach to
activism despite these challenges and, for the most part, condemns the overtly violent Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU). Though as I will later discuss as relevant to my arguments,
Collins notes that factions of HBT in Central Asia may be moving in a direction towards
condoning violent methods in order to “evolve in response to its political circumstances” (p. 83).
HBT has posed an interesting conundrum for the many liberal democracies in which it
operates. On the one hand, the group‟s anti-systemic rhetoric and popular perceptions of the
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group as being linked to Al Qaeda have led democratic governments to often investigate and, at
times, dismantle the organization and while prosecuting its members. However, most liberal
democracies also recognize that as a non-violent activist group, HBT is exercising free speech
and thus expressing its political dissent in a manner that is typically tolerated. As a result of this
conundrum, democratic countries have leveraged varying amounts of repression against the
group. Some democracies, such as Turkey, have outright banned the group and have for many
years. Other democracies, such as Australia and United States, are far more tolerant of HBT‟s
activism. Still other democracies, such as Germany and the United Kingdom, have changed their
policies regarding the group over the years.
HBT‟s apparent variation in experience within democratic countries is an interesting
quasi-experiment that permits a comparative approach to studying my broader research questions
regarding how a democracies use of repressive measures against political dissenters is associated
with the likelihood of political violence. I have chosen four democracies that have repressed (or
not repressed) HBT to varying extents: the United Kingdom, Australia, Germany and Turkey.
I‟ve chosen to examine the behavior of these states with respect to HBT for the years 2002-2010.
I have chosen these five cases and time period for several important methodological reasons:
First, three of the four cases that I have chosen are clear liberal democracies during the
time period I examine. From 2002-2010, The United Kingdom, Germany and Australia were all
consistently classified as “free” countries by Freedom House (2010) and assigned scores of 10 by
the Polity IV Project (Marshall & Jaggers, 2010), which is the most democratic score possible.
Furthermore, each of these countries exhibit an established respect for freedom of organization,
expression and protest (though some relevant exceptions exist with respect to Germany). My
fourth case, Turkey, is more accurately described as a semi-democracy; Turkey has established
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democratic institutions and party politics, but has more restrictions on freedoms of organization
and expression than my other three cases. Turkey was consistently classified as “partly free” by
Freedom House and scored a 7 on the Polity IV scale, indicating a country that might best be
described as “mostly democratic,” but not as democratic as the other three cases I analyze.
Turkey was included in the analysis because it exhibits persistently high repression of
HBT in a mostly-democratic context, and also because studying Turkey permits nesting of my
analysis of democratic repression of activist groups within the broader study of state repression
of activist groups. In particular, examining semi-democratic repression in conjunction will fulldemocracies allows me to build on recent findings by Collins (2007) with respect to the group‟s
activities in semi-authoritarian and fully-authoritarian contexts. While Collins‟ study focused
mainly on differences in the level of success among Islamist groups in repressive environments,
she implicitly discusses the effects of authoritarian repression on Islamist group behavior.
Second, in addition to being comparable in terms of their regime types, these four
countries span the possible range of my independent variable, which is democratic repression.
Scholars have pointed out that studying variation on an independent variable of interest is as
important as studying variation on the dependent variable when using qualitative approaches to
establish causal relationships (George & Bennett, 2005). As I have already discussed, Turkey
exhibited high levels of repression, whereas Germany, the United Kingdom and Australia
exhibited decreasing levels of repression (in that order).
Third, apparent within-case variation in the use of repression over time in three of my
four cases enhances my plausible establishment of causation with respect to my dependent
variable, which is group membership‟s likelihood of political violence. As a result, I am able to
use qualitative methods in order to build a small-N dataset which, while insufficient for using
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many large-N quantitative techniques, permits me to use basic statistical techniques in order to
measure change over time. The resulting analysis that I present is thus a hybrid quantitativequalitative approach.
Fourth, the analysis of a single activist group across five countries permits me to control
for important factors such as variation in group ideology and (to some extent) tactics. As I have
already discussed, HBT is a worldwide Islamist movement whose country-specific branches
subscribe to the same ideology and use similar, non-violent approaches. Furthermore, it can be
established that HBT is actively functioning and seeks to build its organizational capacity in all
four of my cases. Perhaps the strongest evidence supporting this assertion is the fact that the
official HBT website is offered in only seven languages, which include English, Turkish and
German (in addition to Arabic, Russian, Danish and Urdu) (Baran, 2004). While the movement
has experienced varying levels of success and popularity in each of my cases, I don‟t expect
differences in group size to affect how democratic governments have treated them within my
cases; far more important for the democratic context is whether the group can be directly or
indirectly linked to the use of political violence. For example, despite only having relatively few
members, the violent activities of the Red Army Brigades (also known as the Baader-Meinhof
Group) in Germany resulted in intense and sustained German efforts to eradicate the group and
arrest its members (Aust, 1998). Because HBT in the countries that I study have not been directly
linked to acts of political violence, I believe that differences in group size will not have the same
importance as they might in a non-democratic context; non-democratic regimes are more likely
to fear being forcefully overthrown by a disenfranchised population which a larger dissident
group could potentially mobilize, in addition to suffering the costs of violent civil conflict.
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Fifth and finally, I chose to study HBT in these four countries during the years 2002-2010
because they fall within the post-9/11 era. I chose this range of dates from both a theoretical and
pragmatic standpoint. Theoretically, the relationship between democratic governments and
Islamist groups is expected to be different during the pre-9/11 era than during the post-9/11 era.
Namely, I would expect to observe little variation in the level of repression of these groups prior
to 2002 because Islamist groups had little salience in domestic political discourses of liberal
democracies. Thus I would expect to observe few (if any) actual instances of repressive
activities, which I argue are necessary to drive the theoretical relationships that I have discussed.
In addition to this theoretical expectation, I also argue that examining years prior to 2002
presents a methodological problem with respect to data collection. Specifically, while HBT has
certainly operated in the states I examine prior to 2002, little information exists about group
membership, activities and other data that would allow me to analyze how group members
respond to changes in the level of repression they experienced. This lack of data is the result of
relatively little media coverage that the group received prior to 2002, as well as availability of
fewer digitally archived source materials. A brief search for materials published in 2000 using
the same search terms that I use for 2002, for example, yielded less than 100 results. This is
insufficient for the construction of my dependent variable (membership likelihood of violence),
as few (if any) membership links could be established.
To summarize, I am studying how repressive measured used by democracies are
associated with the likelihood of political violence in five states with respect to the Islamist
group HBT from 2002-2010. These cases were selected for purposes of comparability and
context, variation in the independent variable, control of variation in other relevant variables and
for both theoretical and pragmatic reasons with respect to the date range. Drawing on available
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research on these five, I construct my independent variable (democratic repression of the group)
as a 1-4 scale variable which I assign to each case-year (as follows) and present the findings in
table 1 and figure 1 (below). Measurement criteria, coding decisions and sources, in addition to
case study overviews of HBT‟s experience in these states appear in Appendix A.

Table 1: Repression of Hizb ut-Tahrir across Four Democracies from 2002-2009

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

HBT
Australia
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

HBT
UK
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
2

HBT
Germany
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

HBT
Turkey
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
4

Figure 1: Variation in Repression of Hizb ut-Tahrir in Four Democracies from 2002-2009
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Section 3: Using Network Analysis to Study Change in Activist Organizational Affiliations
A persistent problem facing many researchers who study civil conflict is a lack of
available data about dissident groups themselves. This problem is especially pertinent to
researchers who study violent civil conflict and civil war; accurate information about secretive
rebel groups tends to be very limited (Cunningham, Gleditsch & Salehyan, 2009). While data
availability is less of a problem when studying non-violent political dissident groups, their
relatively small size coupled with little previous documentation them makes studying them
difficult without fieldwork. This issue arose while attempting to study HBT; thus far, only a few
researchers have conducted fieldwork on the group. These include Collins (2007) research on
HBT in Central Asia, Wiktorowicz (2004) examination of HBT in the context of its offshoot
organization, Al Muhajiroun, and brief policy analyses based on fieldwork by Whine (2006).
Other studies of the group are limited to broader, state-centered analyses that examine the
group‟s relationship with other groups and state apparatus. I have collected and leveraged this
available information to the fullest extent possible for the construction of the independent
variable. Measuring changes in the organizational affiliations of individual group members is
more difficult. However, digital materials do exist on the group‟s activities in the liberal
democracies I study and thus offer potential source material for studying HBT at an individual
level of analysis. These materials include news reports, web forum posts and information
published by the group itself. This section discusses the approach taken in order to leverage
existing text-based sources to collect and aggregate data about the group‟s membership, as well
as how the organizational affiliations of the group‟s membership change over time. I draw on
these materials to construct my dependent variable, which is strength of member affiliations with
violent Islamist groups.
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Section 3.1 Using Dynamic Network Analysis to Study Group Affiliations of Individuals
Collins (2009) study of HBT in Central Asia concludes that group members leverage
their informal networks in order to organize and recruit. She draws on qualitative interview and
focus-group data that she collected in Central Asian countries in order to support her arguements.
Networks (and social networks in particular) use graph theory in order to represent relationships
between nodes. Nodes may be specified to represent people, organizations, places or things.
Relationships between those nodes (called links) can be conceptualized thematically and in terms
of strength. A social network, for example, portrays who interacts with whom. A dynamic
network, by definition, is a network that is changing; dynamic network analysis is the study of
changing networks (often over time). Furthermore, a meta-network is a network of networks;
examining, for example, how changes in a social network affect a financial network, would
involve meta-network analysis (definitions derived from Scott, 2000). The networks I map for
this study is are meta-network comprising individuals, organizations and locations.
While simple network analyses have been carried out by researchers in a variety of fields
for several decades, the ability to study complex and dynamic networks has only recently been
made computationally feasible (Carley et. al, 2010). Advances in computing power, storage and
bandwidth in the past decade have permitted social scientists to harvest and analyze large
quantities of social data from open source materials; moreover, the development of automated
software and processing techniques have greatly assisted social scientists in the completion of
once arduous collection and coding tasks (Schrodt & Gerner, 2010). This paper leverages these
technologies in order to analyze mass quantities of open-source text materials for the purpose of
measuring HBT group membership affiliations over time. While the focus of the study is
substantive in nature, I am also implicitly investigating the extent to which such open-source
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materials and automated analytical techniques can assist social scientists in reaching conclusions
about political phenomena.
In order to measure changes in group member affiliations over time, I employ dynamic
network analysis software created and shared by Carnegie Mellon‟s Center for the
Computational Analysis and Social Organizational Systems (CASOS), based at Carnegie Mellon
University. In particular, I leverage the programs Automap (Carley et. al, 2010a) and
Organizational Risk Analyzer (ORA) (Carley et. al, 2010b). In brief, Automap is a software tool
that assists users in extracting and pre-processing large quantities of text from source materials
(such as digitalized newspaper articles) for the purpose of preparing it for network analysis.
Automap offers several particularly useful functions including a “named entity extractor” which
assists in identifying the names of individuals, organizations and locations, and a “web-scraper”
program that can mass-archive webpages and save them as text documents. Automap also can be
used to detect links between nodes using a process called “windowing,” which generates links
between entities in a pre-constructed thesauri based on proximity in text. Organizational Risk
Analyzer is a package of software tools that allow the user to construct, visualize and analyze
networks and meta-networks over time. I will describe in subsequent steps how I have made use
of these tools for my research purposes, but first discuss the source materials I have collected for
the analysis.
Section 3.2 Collection of Source Materials for Hizb ut-Tahrir
Among the great advantages offered by automated data collection is the ability to process
massive quantities of raw source materials in the form of text and glean relevant information for
analysis. The data that I am interested in are social affiliation data, and the affiliations of
individuals with organizations specifically. I use these metrics to construct my dependent
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variable (discussed further in section 3.3). In order to collect these data, I leverage a wide variety
and depth of source materials published between the years 2002-2010. I chose these dates both
for the theoretical purpose that state relationships with Islamist groups became more politically
salient following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks against the United States, and for
methodological purposes of data availability. With respect to the construction of my dependent
variable (membership likelihood of participation and/or support of political violence), source
materials from which to draw on are sparse prior to 2002. For example, a brief search for articles
about the group published in English news sources that are made available by Lexis-Nexis for all
years prior to September 11, 2001 yielded only fewer than 300 articles. In contrast, well over
10,000 articles were published about the group from 2002-2010.
I leveraged article databases made available by Lexis-Nexis and Factiva in order to
archive approximately 11,429 newspaper articles which contain “Hizb ut-Tahrir,” “Islamic Party
of Liberation” (which is HBT‟s English name) and other transliterations (ie “Hizb at-Tahrir,” for
example) in their text. I searched both English and foreign-language news sources; because I am
looking specifically for the proper names of group members, organizations and locations, this
process does not require fluency in multiple languages in order to reasonably carry out.5 Of the
11,429 newspaper articles I archived, roughly 8,773 were English articles obtained from LexisNexis news sources, while 2,656 were non-English articles obtained from Lexis-Nexis news
sources. Interestingly, published articles that mention HBT peaked during 2005; this was to be
expected because members of the group were investigated (though exonerated) for connections
to the 2005 London Bombings. Variation in media coverage of the group due to these
circumstances will likely compel me to address possible bias in coverage due to the number of
5

The exception includes the names of locations, such as countries; foreign-language variants of locations were
used when constructing location thesauri.
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articles published that discuss the group during a given year, in addition to likely period effects
stemming from the 2005 London Bus bombings.
In addition to news articles, three additional sources were used to extract data about HBT.
First, the HBT website itself was systematically webscraped using a webscraper program. HBT
web pages (including forum posts and press releases) totaled 24,095 for the years 2002-2010. A
Perl program was written in order to extract dates from these webpages and thus estimate the
year that they were posted; not surprisingly, most HBT web pages were dated after 2005 likely
due to the deletion of older materials. Table 2 (following) depicts summaries of the data sources
that were archived. These sources may be omitted in a follow-up analysis due to the fact that
nearly all webpages archived were apparently posted on the HBT website during 2009 and 2010.
Table 2: Text Documents Collected Using HBT-Associated Search Terms, 2002-2010

Year

Lexis
English

Lexis
Foreign

2002
2003

431
533

124
119

2004

707

281

Year
Total

1

1

561
654

2

20

1010
2327

2005

1783

482

10

52

2006
2007

1136
1004

2302
176

3
10

184
246

3625
1436

2008

695

384

51

187

1317

682

289

2001

191

3929

15

5793

192

17340

0

4455

22029

2009

826

2010

204

1658
6

Undated
Grand
Total

6

Dark
Web
HBT
Forums
Website
5
1

0

999
8773

36256

While I swas successfully able to extract dates from all English and most non-English Lexis Nexis articles, I was
only partially successful in dating website and jihadi forum posts due to irregularities in their dating formats. Thus
a sizable percentage of the source materials remained undated at the time of writing and were included in the
source files for all years in order to extract network properties without biasing apparent changes over time.
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In addition to the newspaper articles, website publications and forum posts that were
archived, I have also converted all of the case study references that I used to construct my
independent variable into text format and have included them in the analysis. Several of the
published articles include quotes by HBT members, for example, and one even includes a small
list of member names and roles. All of this information was useful for the techniques I then used
in order to detect and extract network data. Next, I made use of Automap‟s webscraping tool in
order to mass-archive webpages and publically available forum posts on the Hizb ut-Tahir
international and country-specific websites (ie the official Hizb-ut Tahrir Australia). This effort
led to the collection of about 11,000 web pages saved as text files with varying amounts of
content. Finally, I was also granted access to the Dark Web Forum project (Chen et. al, 2008),
which is an effort to mass-archive web forum posts on “jihadi” websites; these posts contain user
pseudonyms as well as names of some group members. After examining forums in English I
deemed that approximately 99 were HBT relevant, in that the group was mentioned or referenced
by users posting within that conversation thread. These materials were extracted and saved as
text documents. A Perl program was then built in order to extract dates of publication for the
purpose of renaming each text file by date, thus permitting the separation of source materials by
their publication date.
Section 3.3 Extraction of Named Entities
After sorting my source materials by year published, I used two tools embedded in the
Automap software package in order to extract proper nouns and thus named individuals who are
possibly members of HBT during for all years. The first of these tools, called a Named Entity
Extractor, is a simple program that evaluates text and searches for three types of patterns: strings
of characters that begin with capitalized letters, series of strings of characters that begin with
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capitalized letters, and series of strings that begin with capitalized letters, but that are broken by
one non-capitalized word. The third component of this search is useful for finding proper nouns
of organizations such as “International Society of Political Psychology,” for example. Character
string series that are identified as possible candidates are extracted into a spreadsheet, which lists
each unique set of character strings by its frequency. The result is a spreadsheet filled with the
likely names of persons, places and organizations and how frequently those concepts appeared in
the text. This list was about 10,000 concepts long, and contained many false positives (such as
the first words of sentences).
In addition to the named entity extractor, I also generated a complete bigrams list for the
text. A bigram is a consecutive set of two character strings in text. The sentence “See spot run.,”
for example, contains the bigrams “See_spot” and “spot_run.” The N-gram generator program
creates a list of unique bigrams for the entire quantity of text provided, sorted by frequency of
appearance. This feature is enormously useful for identifying regularly-appearing names of
individuals. If John Smith was an important figure in the HBT-relevant source materials, for
example, the John_Smith bigram would be expected to appear frequently. Unfortunately, the
bigram list generated for the 1,100 articles published in 2002 was well over 100,000 entries long.
I was able to truncate this list substantially by ignoring all bigrams whose frequency of
appearance was less than two (n ~ 40,000).
After combining the named entity and bigram lists that I used generated, a brief Perl
program to further truncate my list of candidate named entities by only retaining bigrams of
string of characters that are capitalized at their beginning (“John_Smith” would be retained, for
example, while “This_is,” and “not_relevant” would be discarded). The finalized spreadsheet of
bigrams and named entity candidates was roughly 5,000 entries long; this was an entirely
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manageable list of likely candidates for a single researcher to analyze. Moreover, I have
confidence that, assuming that all human beings have at least two capitalized components to their
names, I only missed those individuals who were mentioned only a single time throughout the
large quantity of articles and text documents that I examined. From this list of roughly 5,000
concepts, I extracted 1229 apparently unique individuals. 7
Section 3.4 Using Agent Thesauri to Clean and Pre-process Text
Following the extraction of named entities via use of bigram and named entity
recognition software, several steps had to be taken in order to “clean” and preprocess the raw
text material in preparation for network analysis. First, it was necessary to account for variation
in how the roughly 1229 individual‟s discovered appear in the source materials. Newspaper
articles, for example, tend to refer to individuals in three ways: by their full names, by their
surnames only, and by their surnames with titles (ie Mr./Ms./Dr./etc). Because surnames are a
common element to all of these ways in which individuals tend to be discussed in news, included
used for surnames that were shared by more than one individual (John_Smith and Jane_Smith,
for example, would be left with their full names intact rather than being erroneously aggregated
into a single “Smith”). Taking these steps helped ensure that the number of links between
individuals and their associated organizations and locations would be most accurately detected.
In addition to preprocessing the names list, variations in the naming of other key entities
had to be accounted for by aggregating them into a single, common concept. Carley et al.
(2010a) refer to this process as building a generalization thesaurus; generalization thesauri are
necessary due to the fact that newspapers use different spellings and/or acronyms for the names
of some organizations and locations. Also, spelling errors occasionally occur in digitalized
7

Some mistakes and/or failures to attribute two spellings, pseudonyms, etc of the same individual are likely
inevitable, despite subsequent edits to the list.
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newspaper data. Furthermore, because I leveraged news from non-English sources, variations in
language had to be taken into account (primarily for location entities). Thesauri were built using
variations in title, spelling and language for six primary entities of interest: Hizb ut-Tahrir,
Turkey, Germany, Australia, the United States and the United Kingdom. Automap uses thesauri
during text preprocessing in order to detect variations in spellings/phrasings and replace them
with a single, uniform concept. Example entries appear in table 3 (below). The process of
constructing these thesauri appear in image 1 (following):
Table 2: Sample Thesaurus for Turkey and Hizb ut-Tahrir Aliases
alias
Türk
Turkei
Turkey
Hizb-ut- Tharir
Hizb-ut-Tahir

common concept
turkey
turkey
turkey
hizb_ut_tahrir
hizb_ut_tahrir
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Image 2: Using Semi-Automated Methods to Extract and Aggregate HBT Network Data

Source: Vining (2011)
The example thesaurus entries above would result in the transformation of all occurrences
of the character strings “Türk,” “Turkei,” and “Turkey” into the single string “turkey”
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throughout the entire series of text. The full generalization thesaurus used for this project
(including names) was about 3100 entries, which included named individuals, case study
locations and the primary organization of interest (HBT). Text was preprocessed using the
generalization thesaurus, in addition to several other helpful thesauri made publically available to
correct common spelling errors of country names and “clean” the data by removing certain
symbols, extra spaces between words, and extra breaks between paragraphs.
Section 3.5: Using a Meta-Network to Associate Individuals with Country Branches of HBT
Following the preprocessing of the data, a second thesaurus was built in order to
construct the HBT “meta-network” as it appears during the baseline year of 2002. This task
involved the simple designation of generalized entities as either “agents,” “locations,” or
“organizations.” Automap and ORA were designed to construct meta-networks consisting of
many other kinds of networks, such as “resource” and “knowledge” networks (Carley et al,
2010a); for the purposes of this research, only agents, locations and organizations are necessary.
A simple example of the meta-network thesaurus is provided in table 4:
Table 4: Example of Meta-Network Thesaurus
Common Concept
john_smith
turkey
hizb_ut_tahrir

Meta Concept
agent
location
organization

Using the meta-concept thesaurus, Automap is used to evaluate the entire span of text
provided to it for the occurrence of pre-processed concept strings and properly associate them
with a meta-concept. The program creates “windows” of text in order to establish links between
these concepts (Carley et al., 2010a). A window size is specified by the researcher, which is
usually a unit of text (such as number of words, number of sentences, or paragraphs). Two
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concepts that appear within a specified window size are assigned a link. Affiliation between
these concepts is assumed to be stronger and more reliable as the number of links between them
increase. Thus two individual names, or an individual name and organization name that
frequently appear within a window size can reasonably be assumed to have some affiliation.
For a brief example of this process, consider the three entities “hizb_ut_tahrir,”
“united_kingdom” and “abdul_wahid.” Using a window size of 5 sentences (meaning that links
are created if concepts appear within five sentences of one another), 12 links were found between
“abdul_wahid” and “united_kingdom” and 6 links were found between “abdul_wahid” and
“hizb_ut_tahrir” during 2002 alone. Thus it would be reasonable to surmise that the individual
Abdul Wahid has some associations with both the United Kingdom and Hizb ut-Tahrir. Indeed,
Dr. Abdul Wahid is a prominent HBTUK member who later became chairman of the HBTUK
executive committee. An example of how this process is carried out from a paragraph of source
text is presented in image 3 (following). For further demonstrative purposes: using a window
size of five sentences, a rough approximation of the international HBT network from 2002
sources appears in image 4 (following). This network includes links between HBT and
individuals, links between HBT and countries, links between HBT, countries and individuals,
and links among individuals who are linked to HBT (second degree of separation). Images 4 and
5 (following) display approximated individuals with at least five links to both the United
Kingdom and Hizb ut-Tahrir; thus approximating the United Kingdom‟s Hizb ut-Tahrir
(HBTUK) network. Finally, image 6 (following) presents an approximated HBT network from
all source materials using a window size of 10 sentences. Indeed, independent verification
confirms that several of these individuals are indeed members of HBTUK. This process was used
in order to approximate each country-specific HBT network for the span of years 2002-2010.
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The networks of individuals generated through this process form my unit of analysis, which I
refer to as “group membership.” I construct group membership by aggregating the individuals
identified in each country branch of HBT, using the same generalization thesaurus techniques in
section 3.4.
Image 3: Example of Using Textual Proximity to Generate Network Links
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Image 4: 2002 Hizb ut-Tahrir International Network at Two Degrees of Separation

Image 5: Approximated Membership of Hizb ut-Tahrir‟s United Kingdom Branch (HBT network
on left, UK network on right, HBTUK membership in middle)
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Image 6: HBT Membership Network 2002-2010 Across All Source Materials

Section 3.6: Extracting, Aggregating and Classifying Islamist Organizations
After using automated methods to approximate the HBT organizational network, I then
measured HBT membership affiliations with Islamist organizations over time. This step involved
independent research to compile a list of known domestic and international Islamist
organizations. In order to construct this list, I relied heavily on Rubin‟s (2010) Guide to Islamist
Movements, supplementing with additional materials that I used to carry out my case studies.
From these materials, I constructed a list of 260 known Islamist organizations. The full list of
these organizations and how they were coded appears in Appendix B. Each of these groups was
briefly studied in order to determine whether they use or have used violence in pursuing their
goals. Islamist organizations were then classified on an ordinal variable from 1 to 3 that
describes their use and/or support for violence, as follows:
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1: Islamist groups are coded as 1 during a given year if evidence found suggested that the
organization actively eschewed the use of violence (rhetorically, materially, and in
practice). 148 of the 260 Islamist organizations were determined to fit these criteria.
2: Islamist groups are coded as a 2 if evidence found suggested that the organization
embraced and/or supported the use of violence rhetorically and/or materially, but that the
organization itself was not responsible for directly carrying out acts of political violence.
27 of the 260 Islamist organizations were determined to fit these criteria.
3: Islamist groups are coded as a 3 during a given year if evidence was found suggesting
that the organization embraced and/or supported the use of violence rhetorically,
materially, and that the organization itself was responsible for carrying out acts of
political violence. 85 of the 260 Islamist organizations were determined to fit these
criteria.
Following the classification of Islamist groups according to these criteria, variations of
the group‟s names were then populated within a generalization thesaurus, while the groups
themselves were aggregated according to their coding criteria using the same methods specified
in section 3.4. Table 5 (below) provides a brief example of this process, which was carried out
for all years (2002-2009).
Table 5: Example of Aggregation/Classification of Islamist Groups

alias
Al Muhajiroun
The Saviour Sect
Hizb ut-Tahrir
Hizb at-Tahrir
Al Qaeda
Al Qaida
Milli Gorus
Milli Goros

common
concept
al_muhajiroun
al_muhajiroun
hizb_ut_tahrir
hizb_ut_tahrir
al_qaeda
al_qaeda
milli_gorus
milli_gorus

Level of Violence
2
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
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Image 7: Example of Simplified HBT Membership and Islamist Organizations Networks,
Aggregated into MetaNodes.

Section 3.7: Expanding the Article Database to Include Islamist Organizations beyond HBT
The next step in constructing the dependent variable was to archive additional source
materials using the available list of Islamist groups as search terms. This step facilitates the
tracking of HBT member‟s organizational associations without biasing the available dataset with
only HBT-relevant sources. While collecting a decade of source materials for 260 Islamist
groups might appear to be seemingly an onerous task, archiving so many articles using available
technologies is now well-within the abilities of a single researcher. Current research at the
International Center for the Study of Terrorism, for example, is making use of over 200,000
articles archived for the Irish Republican Army (Horgan, Kenney & Vining, 2010) over a four
decade period. Thus the final dataset from which HBT membership affiliations will be studied
over time will likely consist of tens of thousands of articles, providing a broad database from
which to establish links.

Section 3.8: Using Dynamic Network Analysis to Track HBT Member Affiliations Over Time
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The final step in construction of the dependent variable is in establishing HBT member
affiliations with Islamist organizations in 2002 using dynamic network analysis, and tracking
how these affiliations change over time. This step requires a combination of three constructs:
1) The aggregated 2002 HBT country-specific membership list
2) The aggregated and classified Islamist organizations list
3) The Islamist organizations article database for 2002-2010
Using these materials, ORA is then used in order to calculate links between the
aggregated HBT membership for each country, and each aggregation of classified Islamist
groups. The resulting data generated are as follows for each country-year:
1) Number of links between cases of HBT membership and non-violent Islamist
organizations
2) Number of links between cases of HBT membership and semi-violent Islamist
organizations
3) Number of links between cases of HBT membership and violent Islamist organizations
These metrics are calculated for the case-specific HBT membership networks for each
year, 2002-2010. The operationalized metric used from these data are proportions of total
organizational links in order to account for differences in total links established for a given year.
The calculation of these metrics will provide aggregated indications of how membership
organizational affiliations change over time with respect to constructed categories of Islamist
groups; thus substantive conclusions can be reached about how the group membership‟s
affiliation with different types of Islamist groups is associated with varying levels of repression.
If the proportion of country-membership‟s total links with violent Islamist groups is found to
increase over two years, for example, it would be considered potential evidence that the
membership‟s likelihood of violence has increased.
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Section 4: Preliminary Findings
Table 6: Proportion of Total HBT Membership-to-Organization Links, by Year

Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Total HBT
Membership to
Organization
Links
1470
1503
1513
1584
1547
1538
1534
1633
1554

Proportion of
Membership Links to
Peaceful
Organizations
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.52
0.51
0.52
0.48
0.51

Proportion of
Membership
Links to "Grey
Area"
Organizations
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

Proportion of
Membership
Links to Violent
Organizations
0.44
0.44
0.45
0.44
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.48
0.45

Table 7: Proportion of Total HBT Organization-to-Organization Links, by Year

Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Total HBT
Organization
to
Proportion of Links
Organization to Peaceful
Links
Organizations
560
0.12
626
0.10
652
0.10
1062
0.10
798
0.12
611
0.11
671
0.12
727
0.12
818
0.14

Proportion of
Links to "Grey
Proportion of
Area"
Links to Violent
Organizations
Organizations
0.12
0.76
0.12
0.77
0.11
0.79
0.37
0.53
0.18
0.70
0.12
0.77
0.10
0.78
0.10
0.78
0.11
0.75

Tables 6 and 7 (above) display descriptive statistics relating the aggregated HBT
membership and HBT organization nodes (respectively) to the peaceful, “grey area,” and violent
Islamist organization nodes. The organizations and their coding are listed in appendix B. The
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HBT membership node in this case included aggregated aliases of all individuals that were found
to have at least 10 links to the HBT organization within the source materials when using a
window size of 10 words across textual units of 10 sentences (see Appendix C for more details).
The resulting list of individuals was then partially vetted in order to gauge the accuracy of actual
HBT membership. The total number of individual “agents” comprising the HBT membership
node was 238. The HBT organization node, in contrast, simply included all aggregated aliases (ie
“Hizb ut-Tahrir,” “Hizb at-Tahrir,” etc) of the HBT organization itself. Organizational links
among these nodes and the Islamist organization nodes were calculated at a window size of 10
words across 10 sentence textual units. The results (tables 6 and 7, above) may be interpreted as:
1) The extent to which HBT‟s membership (individuals) were associated with peaceful,
violent, and “grey area” Islamist organizations (in table 6).
2) The extent to which HBT itself was associated with peaceful, violent, and “grey area”
Islamist organizations (in table 7).
A few interesting descriptive findings are apparent from these aggregated data. First, while the
HBT organization was clearly strongly associated with violent Islamist organizations during the
time period studied, the individual HBT members (across all countries) were not. 8 It is likely that
HBT‟s apparently stronger association with violent Islamist groups is an artifact of the news
articles used, which often speculate about potential connections between HBT and violent
organizations, or (more often), simply mention both HBT and one or more violent Islamist
organizations within the same block of text. A sentence such as “Hizb ut-Tahrir members
condemn Al Qaeda attacks,” for example, would create a false link between these two groups.

8

It’s worth mentioning here that Hizb ut-Tahrir itself was not one of the Islamist organizations included within the
“peaceful Islamist organizations” construct, which would have been clearly problematic.
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This problem was less apparent for the HBT membership node across the time period studied,
which appears to (correctly) associate individual HBT members with peaceful Islamist groups
more so than with violent groups. This initial finding is encouraging because it suggests that
while the methods being used may be problematic for making inferences about organizational
entities, they may be more accurate for the study of individuals within those organizations. It is
suspected, for example, that media coverage of individuals will provide a more accurate
portrayal of the individuals‟ organizational links, and be less prone to making false associations
or speculation.
A second interesting finding from the above tables is that increased media coverage of
HBT appeared to slightly improve the accuracy of the groups “true” organizational associations.
Specifically, during 2005 (when coverage of the group increased dramatically following the 7/7
London Bombings), HBT‟s associations with violent Islamist groups decreased dramatically,
whereas associations with “grey area” organizations markedly increased. This apparent anomaly
across the time period studied is almost certainly due to HBT‟s associations with the “grey area”
group Al Muhajiroun, which was a radical splinter group from HBT itself. While the methods
used appeared to accurately associate these two organizations through their shared history, the
finding was not repeated in the individual HBT membership associations, thus providing some
encouraging evidence that exogenous shocks to the amount and nature of media coverage of the
organization (as the 7/7 attacks almost certainly were) are not necessarily reflected in the
network of individuals.
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Table 8: Proportion of Total HBT Membership to Country Links, By Year
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

43153

43254

43263

44154

43568

43731

43265 48973

52559

Proportion of Links to UK
Proportion of Links to
Germany
Proportion of Links to
Australia

0.168

0.169

0.167

0.172

0.169

0.171

0.167

0.157

0.157

0.015

0.016

0.016

0.016

0.017

0.015

0.015

0.014

0.016

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.041

0.04

0.043

0.04

0.038

0.042

Proportion of Links to Turkey

0.005

0.006

0.005

0.006

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.004

Total Proportion of Links to
Case Studies

0.229

0.231

0.227

0.236

0.231

0.234

0.227

0.214

0.219

Total HBT Membership to
Country Links

Table 9: Proportion of Total HBT Organization to Country Links, By Year
2002
Total HBT Organization to
Country Links
Proportion of Links to UK
Proportion of Links to
Australia
Proportion of Links to
Germany
Proportion of Links to Turkey
Total Proportion of Links to
Case Studies

290962
0.088

2003

2004

291603 291695
0.088
0.088

2005

2006

293271 292113
0.090
0.089

2007

2008

292411 294552
0.090
0.088

2009

2010

343290
0.086

371638
0.083

0.059

0.059

0.059

0.059

0.059

0.060

0.059

0.057

0.057

0.067
0.068

0.067
0.068

0.067
0.068

0.067
0.068

0.067
0.068

0.067
0.068

0.067
0.068

0.067
0.070

0.067
0.069

0.282

0.282

0.282

0.284

0.282

0.284

0.282

0.279

0.277

Tables 8 and 9 (above) depict associations between the HBT membership and
organization nodes (respectively) and the case studies. These tables may be interpreted as
measures of the extent to which each state-level manifestation of HBT was covered within the
source materials over time. In other words, how often were the individual HBT members and
organization itself associated with individual states across the source materials? These measures
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were calculated using the same specifications for the HBT membership and organization nodes
discussed following tables 6 and 7 (above), in addition to also using the 10 word window across
10 sentence blocks of text. Not surprisingly, the UK was found to have the most links to both the
HBT membership and HBT organization. A combination of HBT‟s strong presence in the United
Kingdom and the use of mostly (but not exclusively) English source materials likely account.
Furthermore, examination of the top 30 countries linked to both the membership and
organization nodes demonstrated than English-speaking countries (the UK, US and Australia
especially) generally dominated coverage, and thus evinced more links. The top 30 countries
over time and links generated are listed in appendix D.
While coverage of the country-year manifestation of the organization appeared to be
adequate (the lowest being Australia in 2002 at about 17,000 links for an overall proportion of
0.059), clear problems are apparent in the country-level associations of the HBT membership. In
particular, only about 200 links (0.005 of total links) were found between the HBT membership
and Turkey during 2002. While coverage of individual HBT members originating in Turkey was
expected to be comparably meager to that of the United Kingdom, it will likely be necessary to
manually search the source materials (and perhaps elsewhere) in order to reasonably construct
the Turkish HBT membership.
In addition to providing some aggregate information about the coverage of HBT within
the source materials used, the figures conveyed in tables 8 and 9 also provide a rough test of
hypothesis 2 (that repression of a non-violent group will be associated with proliferation abroad).
It would be expected, for example, that the proportion of HBT membership links to Germany,
the UK and Australia would decrease while links to other countries would increase, as repression
of the group increased in those three countries during the early 2000‟s. However, these
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proportions appeared to remain static across the time period, thus apparently failing to provide
any preliminary evidence supporting this hypothesis. 9

9

Readers will note that (especially for the HBT organization node) membership/organization to state link
proportions don’t appear to change at all across the time period. While minute differences did exist in the number
of links generated before rounding to two significant digits, it is likely that the inclusion of source materials that
weren’t dated (see appendix D for more information) in conjunction with an overall lack of links generated for the
dated source materials accounted for little variation. Thus as the project continues to evolve, each country-level
manifestation of the HBT membership network will likely need to be manually constructed with the assistance of
the network software.
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Section 5: Challenges, Next Steps and Implications of the Research
This paper leverages a cutting edge approach in order to study how repression of peaceful
activists in democracies may affect their subsequent behavior. While some preliminary findings
suggest that this approach is indeed feasible, several important issues have presented themselves
during the course of the analysis that will be addressed as the project continues to evolve. These
include technical challenges associated with the high volume of source materials analyzed by
software, theoretical assumptions about the methodology that, while reasonable, are not
infallible, and also as issues of accuracy associated with the constructs built which will require
subsequent revision in order to improve.
First among the issues that have required resolution are the technical challenges
associated with using automated text analysis and network analysis software on large volumes of
text files. Researchers at Penn State‟s International Center for the Study of Terrorism (ICST) are
currently engaged in a similar high-volume data project that has required the use of
supercomputers with a partnering institution for the purpose of analyzing hundreds of thousands
of Irish Republican Army related source materials (Horgan et al, 2010). In order to successfully
carry out the harvesting of data from roughly 35,000 source files gathered for the purposes of
this project, a PC with above average processing power and memory was acquired. A similar
study that attempts to replicate the methods used by this project for an organization that is more
publicized than HBT (and thus would expect to result in more source files) would likely need to
leverage a supercomputer as well.
Second among the potential problems affecting this project is the assumption that
proximity in text is a reasonable method of assuming a relationship. Assuming that proximity in
text constitutes true “links” between entities (be they people, places or organizations) is
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potentially tenuous, but not unreasonable. The pilot analyses I‟ve carried out and presented in
this paper indeed indicates that high numbers of links generated between entities using this
automated approach often do capture true relationships, though false positives inevitably occur. I
have attempted to mitigate this problem to some extent by removing individuals, for example,
who should obviously not be classified as part of the HBT membership variable. “Tony Blair,”
for example, was frequently found to be “affiliated” with HBT despite clearly not being a
member of the organization. The more comprehensive solution to this problem, however, is the
independent verification of membership lists by finding evidence suggesting that the individual
is indeed a member (or not a members) of the group. Thus a simple (though time consuming)
refinement of this research design is independent verification of the HBT membership thesaurus.
This involves searching the available source database for the names specified in the thesaurus
and correctly classifying those who are HBT members, while removing the false positives. I have
demonstrated that using automated methods alone naively from any subject matter expertise
appears to have an accuracy rate of slightly greater than 50%, which is not unreasonable
considering the amount of “noise” expected in what is mostly secondary source material.
A third major challenge to this research that is related to the likely data shortfalls
associated with the state-level manifestations of the organization being studied. This research
design took availability of data into account when choosing cases; the cases and time period
chosen were primarily Western democracies for which digital secondary source coverage was
available. Efforts were also made to include foreign language news sources for the nonAnglophone countries chosen. Nevertheless, the preliminary analysis that has been presented
clearly indicates that one of the cases (Turkey) will almost certainly present difficulty when
constructing the country-level membership network via methods discussed in section 3.5 of this
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paper. Another country (perhaps the United States, Denmark, France or semi-democratic
Pakistan) may need to be substituted for which sufficient HBT membership-to-state links were
generated
To conclude, this evolving research project has clear theoretical and policy implications.
If evidence is found supporting my hypotheses, it would suggest, among other things, that the
use of repression by democracies does indeed facilitate radicalization among otherwise peaceful
political activists. In addition, it would suggest network mechanisms as having explanatory
power in this radicalization process. From a policy standpoint, confirmatory findings would
suggest that in order to reduce the likelihood of political violence from dissenters, states should
not proscribe non-violent activist groups, regardless of how radical their ideology and rhetoric
appears to be. Furthermore, confirmatory findings might also suggest that in order to decrease
political violence in ongoing conflicts, states might benefit from offering incentives of amnesty
and/or reconciliation to violent political groups that would be willing to eschew the use of
violence and pursue exclusively political routes to their goals in return; indeed, these approaches
appear to have been used during the US-led war in Iraq with some amount of success, especially
with respect to the once-violent Mahdi Army.
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Appendix A: Case Studies of Democratic Repression
A Note on Sources
Academic literature on Islamist groups has grown quickly, especially in the postSeptember 11, 2001 policy environment. Nevertheless, available literature on the group Hizb utTahrir is still mostly limited to policy research. Most of the available academic literature on HBT
focuses on the group in Central Asia, where the bulk of its membership is currently based.
Fieldwork by Collins (2009), for example, examines how the group has adapted to the
comparatively repressive environments in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. The policy
research on HBT in democratic countries that I draw on is written from varying biases; work by
Baran (2004) on behalf of the Nixon Center, for example, generally advocates for the group‟s
banning worldwide, whereas work by Mayer (2004) on behalf of PSIO is less critical. I have
sought to examine these sources for consensus of fact. Moreover, I have supplemented this
research with additional primary and secondary source material found in articles published by
HBT itself and in newspaper accounts, respectively. These additional sources appear in
footnotes, while the academic and policy sources I referred to appear in the case study references
section.
Criteria Used for Coding of Democratic Repression
1: Evidence that no national legislation was considered or passed during this year that would
have repressed the activities or organization of the group and evidence that law
enforcement/security mechanisms were minimally or not at all used to systematically repress the
activities or organization of the group during the year.
2: Evidence of proposed national legislation against group that was voted upon by a national
legislative body but did not pass and/or evidence of minor law enforcement/security activities
against group, such as focused government monitoring or temporary detainment without
subsequent charges during the year.
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3: Evidence of national legislation passed that significantly constrains group activities and/or
evidence of some law enforcement/security activities against group, such as searches and
seizures of property, levying of fines, or minor prison sentences (less than one year) for violation
of legislation.
4: Evidence of national legislation passed and enforced that bans the group‟s presence
completely and evidence of sustained law enforcement/security activities against the group,
including the arrest of members and use of onerous punishments for group activities, such as
long term imprisonment (greater than one year), physical torture or execution.
Case 1: HTB in Australia
Overview
According to Piggot (2010), the Australian branch of HBT (Hizb ut-Tahrir Australia,
henceforth HBTA) has approximately 200 members, most of whom are university students.
Piggot argues the group‟s relatively small size is reflective of the small but growing Muslim
community in Australia. Like other branches of HBT, HBTA rejects the Australian government
and democracy, instead advocating for Shariah Law and against secularization among Muslims
living in the country. The group maintains an active and regularly updated website 10 and
Facebook page11 and appears to regularly host official events. In 2007, the group planned to host
a “Kalifah (Caliphate) Conference” in order to advocate for the reestablishment of an Islamic
Caliphate; the conference was banned by the city of Sydney because promotional material
appeared to spread anti-Semitic and anti-women material. 12 The group successfully hosted a
second Kalifah Conference in 2010, which attracted approximately 1000 attendees. The group
has since promoted the success of this conference heavily, releasing several relatively well-made
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video documentaries covering the conference and other current events. 13 HBTA is led by The
group has been particularly critical of the Australian government‟s mistaken arrest and terrorism
charges levied against the Indian citizen Mohamed Haneef, who is a Muslim. 14 Haneef was
accused of participating in the London Subway Bombings of 2005, but the charges were
subsequently dropped when his involvement was later disproven.
Evidence of Repression
Of the cases I compare, HBTA has undoubtedly experienced minimal state repression
from 2002-2010. Piggot (2010) notes that HBTA “came under the scrutiny of Australian security
services following the London bombings of 2005, but the government has remained satisfied that
the Australian group has not „planned, assisted in, or fostered any violent acts…” (p. 130).
Regardless, Piggot also notes that the group has been continually monitored by the Australian
Security Intelligence Organization (AISO) since 2005. Moreover, the group was briefly
considered for proscription again in 2007 because the government remained concerned with its
activities, and particularly the Kalifah Conference in Sydney (which was banned by the city, but
not by the National Government).15 Overall however, HBTA continues to operate relatively
freely in Australia without major legislation or law enforcement activities having been directed
against it beyond monitoring and brief investigation.
Analysis and Coding
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Based on the evidence available, it appears that HBTA has experienced relatively little
repression in Australia. A narrative by Piggot (2010) and an examination of news articles
associated with the group suggest that little to no repressive actions were taken against HBTA
between 2002 and 2004; thus I have coded the level of repression for these dates as “1.”
Available evidence does suggest, however, that the Australian government began to scrutinize
the group further and investigate whether banning it would be warranted in 2005, following the
London Subway Bombings. Specifically, the AISO‟s decision to continue monitoring the group
has led me to code the group‟s level of experienced repression as “2” for the years 2005-2010.
Additional evidence in support of this decision is the City of Sydney‟s ban of the Kalifah
Conference in 2007; this action was not a national-level decision (which I require for higher
coding designations), but certainly indicates an enduring national wariness towards the group
and thus supports corroborating assertions that the group has been continually monitored by law
enforcement authorities since 2005, thus justifying the coding decision of a 2 for those years.
Thus substantively, HBTA has experienced minimal repression for years 2002-2004, but did
experience slightly more repression from 2005-2010.

Case 2: HBT in the United Kingdom
Overview
Hizb ut-Tahrir‟s United Kingdom branch (henceforth HBTUK) is among the largest
branches in the democratic West; according to Leikan & Brooke (2007), the group has over
8,500 members in the United Kingdom and is generally thought to be the primary headquarters
for the broader organization‟s European branches. HBTUK also runs several front and charity
groups which focus their engagement on specific demographic groups, such as women, college
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students and children (Ahmed & Stuart, 2010). Moreover, HBTUK also hosts the broader HBT
media center, known as Khalifah Publications (Schneider, 2006). Like HBTA, HBTUK takes
advantage of social networking media in order to spread its message, recruit potential supporters
and present a professional visage; the group regularly updates its website 16 and facebook page17
and hosts frequent outreach events, protests and rallies. HBTUK hosted an international HBT
conference in 2009 which drew over 8,000 thousand attendees (Ahmed & Stuart, 2009;
Schneider, 2006). The group was led by radical cleric Omar Bakri Mohammed until Bakri left
the organization in 1996 to form the more overtly anti-Western Al Muhajiroun; Al Muhajiroun
was in turn banned in 2004 for violating anti-terrorism laws, but AM members have since reorganized under various splinter groups (Pantucci, 2010; Wiktorowicz, 2004). HBTUK‟s current
leadership is comprised of highly-educated professionals (Whine, 2006) and adheres to the same
ideological principles as other HBT branches, advocating for a pan-Islamic caliphate while
eschewing any form of participation or compromise within the United Kingdom‟s democratic
system (Phillips, 2008; Baran, 2004). Moreover, the group generally refuses to cooperate with
other Islamist groups it deems as having sought compromise with non-Muslim political
elements, though recently this has begun to change (Whine, 2006). Since experiencing greater
scrutiny after the 2005 London Bombings, HBTUK‟s strategy has been to focus on grievances
affecting the Muslim community (ummah), such as the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and
repression of HBT branches in Central Asia.
Evidence of Repression
Spyer (2010) writes that throughout the 1990s and early 2000‟s, the United Kingdom was
perceived as safe havens for radical Islamists who had associations with violent Islamist groups
16
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such as al-Nahda in Tunisia and the Armed Islamic Group (GIA) in Algeria; French authorities
sometimes referred to London as “Londonistan.” Since the September 11, 2001 attacks against
the United States, the United Kingdom has cracked down on radical Islamist groups, though it
has generally shown leniency towards HBTUK due to its nonviolent methods. As a result,
HBTUK (like HBTA) was generally permitted to operate openly and freely within the United
Kingdom from 2002-2003 (Ahmed & Stuart, 2010; Baran, 2004). This began to change during
2004 when the government increased its scrutiny of the more radical HBTUK splinter group, Al
Muhajiroun, due to alleged links that the group had to suicide bomber Hasif Anif (Wiktorowicz,
2004). The British government banned Al Muhajiroun under anti-terrorism laws in 2004 and
continued to closely scrutinize the activities of HBTUK (Pantucci, 2010; Wiktorowicz, 2004).
Government scrutiny of HBTUK increased further in 2005, following the London Subway
Bombings. UK authorities announced an intention to ban HBTUK 2005; 18 however upon further
investigation, it became clear that insufficient evidence was available to prove any HBTUK
connections to unlawful activity (Ahmed & Stuart, 2010). Following the abandonment of
government plans to ban the group in 2005, prominent politicians re-raised the issue in 2007.19
Ahmed & Stuart (2010) write that since scrutiny of the organization peaked in 2005, HBTUK
and Islamism in general have become more tolerated as a form of religious expression and no
formal actions have been taken against the group; however, they also note that UK
counterterrorism policy is being reviewed, thus implying that changes could potentially limit
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HBTUK activities in the future. Moreover, the UK Home Office has claimed that the
organization “remains under continuous review.”20
Analysis
Like HBA, available evidence appears to suggest that HBTUK‟s experience in the United
Kingdom has been generally uninhibited. I have thus chosen to code the level of repression
experienced by the group as “1” for 2002 and 2003 based on Spyer‟s (2010) suggestion of UK
laxity towards all Islamist groups in the early 2000s. It appears that government and law
enforcement monitoring of the group increased during 2004 concurrently with investigations of
Al Muhajiroun, which eventually resulted in that group‟s banning. I have thus coded HBTUK‟s
level of repression as a “2” for 2004. Repression of the group clearly peaked during 2005,
following the London Subway Bombings when the government announced its intentions to ban
the group. Consistent with my coding rules regarding proposed legal action that is not inevitably
implemented, I have coded the group‟s experience as a “3” for 2005. Previously mentioned
sources concur that since 2005, the group has experienced diminished government scrutiny, but
that prominent elements of the government continue to advocate for its banning and continue to
monitor its activities. Thus I code the group‟s experience as a “2” for the years 2006-2010. These
coding decisions were made in recognition that, despite continued unpopularity among broader
British society, it appears that the group‟s activities are mostly tolerated as peaceful religious
expression following exoneration of any role in the 2005 London Bombings. Evidence that the
group has moderated its image to some extent from 2006 onwards also appears to suggest that
any future government actions against the activities of Islamist groups might be less likely to
target HBTUK, although it continues to be monitored (Whine, 2006).
20
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Case 3: HBT in Germany
Overview
Estimates of Hizb ut-Tahrir in Germany (henceforth HBTG)‟s membership as of 2005
range from between about 150 and 300 (Steinberg, 2010; Schneider, 2006). Baran (2004) writes
that most HBTG members are Arab university students, which is consistent with the membership
base of HBTA and, to a lesser extent, HBTUK. The experience of HBTG differs drastically from
those of HBTA and HBTUK; HBTG has come under especially intense scrutiny in Germany
relative to other European countries as a result of its anti-Semitic views. It was also established
that one of the September 11, 2001 airplane hijackers was a former student who had connections
to HBTG members (Whine, 2006; Baran, 2004). However, subsequent investigations failed to
find evidence suggesting any involvement of HBTG itself in the attacks, or that HBTG members
had encouraged them. 21 Steinberg (2010) writes that before being banned in 2003, the party‟s
main activities were meetings at universities and the publication of a monthly magazine; he notes
that since being banned, the group has generally not sponsored any public activities. HBTG does
not appear to have its own facebook page or Germany-based website, though (as I have
previously discussed), the HBT international website is available in German. I was unable to find
information about HBTG‟s organizational or leadership structure, likely because of the group‟s
secretive nature. Schneider (2006) and Baran (2004) both concur that following proscription in
2003, HBTG continued to operate, but in secret. Baran (2004: 40) writes that:
“Security services have concluded that in Germany, HT [HBTG] appears as a
secret society, kept up only through personal contacts, which are based on shared
ideology. Following the ban, the organization does not conduct any public
21
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activities in Germany and has stopped the German edition of Explizit [HBTG‟s
monthly publication]. Nevertheless, HT continues to recruit and raise funds”
Schneider (2006) notes that after being banned, HBTG continued to recruit and spread its
message exclusively over three German-registered websites; Germany authorities later closed
these websites and pressed charges against the owner. Since then, HBTG has resorted to using
websites registered in other countries, where the group remains legal. Schneider (2006: 74)
writes that “the group also owns forums and chat rooms, in which idealistic Islamic ideology is
advocated and praised.” These findings strongly suggest that since being banned in 2003, HBTG
has indeed adapted by focusing exclusively on the use of informal networking routes, as formal
networks are no longer available to it. Little additional information is available about HBTG in
more recent years, probably due to ongoing German prohibition of its formal activities.
However, in 2008, representatives of the group filed an appeal against its proscription to the
European Court; it appears at time of writing that this appeal has yet to be deliberated.22
Evidence of Repression
Evidence of repressive activities against HBTG is abundant. Steinberg (2010: 464) writes
that HBTG was banned from public activities by the German Interior Ministry in 2003 for acting
“against the idea of international understanding,” though he argues that the more likely reason
for the group‟s banning was a controversial meeting that was attended by members of Germany‟s
right-wing extremist National Democratic Party of Germany. Indeed, Baran (2004: 38) notes that
HBTG‟s ban in 2003 was made possible by “Germany‟s historic circumstances and the laws
passed accordingly, especially with regard to anti-Semitism.” Specifically, Germany‟s “Act
Governing Private Associations” gives power to national security authorities to ban
22
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organizations that “aggressively and belligerently oppose the constitutional order or the idea of
international understanding” (p. 39). Thus HBTG was banned in Germany for violation of this
law. Since being banned in 2003, several individual members have also been expelled from
Germany, though they have not immediately been deported due to requests for political
asylum. 23 In addition, German assets of the group were frozen and 110 searches of HBTG
member apartments in Germany occurred over the course of 2003 (Schneider, 2006; Baran,
2004). HBTG filed a lawsuit against its ban in 2004; however this lawsuit was rejected by a
German court (Baran, 2004). While HBTG has been banned from participating in public
activities disseminating its viewpoints in Germany, membership in the group itself is apparently
not illegal. 24
Analysis
The evidence that I have collected clearly suggests that HBTG has experienced more repression
in Germany than has HBTA in Australia and HBTUK in the United Kingdom, respectively. The
group was already under intense scrutiny in 2002 due to revelations that one of the 9/11 hijackers
was a former pupil of an HBTG member. Thus I have coded HBTG‟s level of experienced
repression as a “2” for 2002. When the group was banned in 2003, the German government took
several significant repressive actions against the group, including prohibiting its public activities,
searching member‟s homes for evidence of further criminal activity, and planned expulsion of
several members from the country. While these actions were taken, actual membership of
individuals in the organization was technically not illegal. Furthermore, this state of de-facto
proscription has persisted despite legal challenges both within Germany and to the higher
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European Court thus far. As a result, I have coded the group‟s experience in Germany as a “3”
for years 2003-2010, in recognition that legislation has been enacted and enforced to severely
limit the group‟s activities, but that individual membership in the group remains legal, and no
severe penalties (such as lengthy prison sentences) have been levied.
Case 4: HBT in Turkey
Case overview
Hizb ut-Tahrir in Turkey (henceforth HBTT) has been officially outlawed since 1967
(Baran, 2004). Despite its proscription, HBTT has never given up on establishing itself in
Turkey, because Turkey is among the countries that the group seeks to establish Khalifah within
(Schneider, 2006; Baran, 2004). Carkoglu & Bilgili (2010: 413)‟s analysis of HBTT concludes
that most members are university-educated and are “modern in their outlook and attitudes,” but
that the group‟s appeal is limited in the relatively secular Turkey due to their anti-systemic
ideology. The group has focused its efforts on convincing Turks against supporting Turkey‟s
entering into the European Union (Baran, 2004). HBTT‟s tactics in Turkey include leafleting and
demonstrations that are organized as religious events; the official ban against HBTT has forced it
to repackage much of its activity in purely religious terms in order to avoid government
crackdowns (Schneider, 2006).
Evidence of Repression
All sources I have leveraged agree that HBTT is an outlawed group in Turkey that has
experienced systematic repression since 1967, despite its enduring claims that it is a non-vilolent
group. During 2003, Turkey arrested 93 HBTT members, including the group‟s leader at the
time; these individuals were eventually released under an amnesty law intended for members of
the violent Kurdish separatist group PKK (Baran, 2004). Cakir (2004) writes that following
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reform of the Turkish penal code in 2004, HBTT members were no longer systematically
arrested by the government because of their non-violent orientation. Other sources indicate that
the Turkish government has cracked down on HBTT more recently (Ahmed & Stuart, 2009).
Specifically, the government arrested six suspected members of the group in 2008 25 and over 150
suspected members of the group in 2009. 26 A statement released by Turkish police claimed that
arms had been seized during the more recent crackdown, thus suggesting the possibility that
some group members have deviated from the organization‟s official stance against violent
methodologies. 27
Analysis
Less information is available about the experiences of HBTT than the other country
branches of HBT that I examine. However, all sources that I leverage agree that the group has
experienced more repression in Turkey than in Australia, the United Kingdom or even Germany.
The group‟s official proscription since 1967, coupled with the Turkish penal system prior to
Western reforms in 2004 suggests that HBTT experienced sustained law enforcement efforts
against it, and relatively onerous punishments for members. Thus I have coded the group‟s
experience for years 2002 and 2003 as a “4.” Very little information exists about the group‟s
experiences during the years 2004-2008. I was unable to find evidence that group members were
targeted or arrested; furthermore, some sources suggest that the penal reforms in 2004 led the
Turkish government to a more tolerant stance towards the group because of its non-violent
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nature. However, the group has still remained officially banned during this entire period. Thus
for years 2004-2007, I have coded the group‟s experience as a “3.” I have chosen to code the
group‟s experiences for 2008 through 2010 as “4” due to recent claims that the government has
cracked down on the group, coupled with the reported arrests of many suspected group members.
Interestingly, claims by Turkish police that arms were seized from suspected HBTT members
during these crackdowns might suggest that the relatively repressive environment of Turkey has
indeed facilitated further radicalization of some HBTT members. However, I was unable to find
information about inter-organizational affiliations of group members during this time.
Summary of Case Studies
Table 10: Levels of Repression Experienced by Hizb ut-Tahrir in Four Democracies from 20022010

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

HBT
Australia
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

HBT
UK
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
2

HBT
Germany
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

HBT
Turkey
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
4

Figure 3: Variation in Repression of Hizb ut-Tahrir in Four Democracies from 2002-2010
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Appendix B: Peaceful, Violent and “Grey Area” Islamist Organizations
The following is a list of 275 unique Islamist groups categorized on a rough scale of 1 to 3, based
on coding rules for level of peace/violence discussed in section 3.6. Note that most of the
organizations are categorized as either exclusively peaceful (149) or violent (98), while only 28
were found to fall in between. This “grey area” category was deliberately constructed in order to
capture the relatively fewer groups for which designation as “violent” or “peaceful” are both
inappropriate. This “in-between” category is meant primarily to reassure a critical reader that the
peaceful organizations are indeed peaceful, while the violent ones have indeed committed acts of
violence.
Table 11: Coding Decisions for 275 Islamist Organizations by Increasing Level of Violence

Alliance_of_Builders_of_Islamic_Iran

1

Ahrar_Party

1

Al_Adl_Wa_Al_Ihssane

1

Al_Asalah

1

Al_Wefaq

1

Islamic_Virtue_Party

1

Hadas

1

All_India_Muslim_Forum

1

Al-Menbar_Islamic_Society

1

Al-Wasat_Party

1

American_Islamic_Congress

1

American_Islamic_Forum_for_Democracy

1

American_Muslim_Council

1

American_Muslims_Intent_on_Learning_and_Activism

1

American_Society_of_Muslims

1

Arraid

1

Association_of_Muslim_Lawyers

1

As-Sunnah_Foundation_of_America

1

Awami_League

1

Azmat-e-Islam_Bedar_Pakistan

1

Independent_Turkey_Party

1

Bahrain_Freedom_Movement

1

Bangladesh_Islami_Front

1
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Bangladesh_Khelafat_Majlish

1

British_Muslim_Forum

1

British_Muslims_for_Secular_Democracy

1

Center_for_Islamic_Information_and_Education

1

Congressional_Muslim_Staffer_Association

1

Conservative_Muslim_Forum

1

Council_Muslim_League

1

Council_on_American-Islamic_Relations

1

Council_on_Islamic_Education

1

Crescent_Star_Party

1

Dar_al-Islam

1

Daru-Al-Moameneen

1

Egyptian_Arab_Socialist_Party

1

Federation_of_Student_Islamic_Societies

1

Felicity_Party

1

Khatm-e-Nubuwwat_Academy

1

Finnish_Islamic_Party

1

Fiqh_Council_of_North_America

1

Forum_Against_Islamophobia_and_Racism

1

Free_Muslim_Coalition_Against_Terrorism

1

Freedom_and_Justice_Party

1

Islamic_Renaissance_Movement

1

Hezbi_Islami

1

Renaissance_Party

1

Iraqi_Accord_Front

1

Islamic_Fayli_Grouping_in_Iraq

1

Iraqi_Islamic_Party

1

Islami_Jamiat_Talba

1

Islami_Jatiya_Oikya_Front

1

Islami_Oikya_Jote

1

Islamic_Action_Front

1

Islamic_Action_Organisation

1

Islamic_Action_Society

1

Islamic_Association_of_Women

1

Islamic_Center_of_New_England

1

Islamic_Circle_of_North_America

1

Islamic_Coalition_Party

1

Islamic_Dawa_Party

1

Islamic_Dawah_Organisation_of_Afghanistan

1

Islamic_Union_of_Iraqi_Turkoman

1

Islamic_Forum_of_Europe

1
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Islamic_Front_Bangladesh

1

Islamic_Group_in_Kurdistan

1

Islamic_Human_Rights_Commission

1

Islamic_Information_and_Services_Network_of_Australasia

1

Islamic_Information_Center

1

Islamic_Iran_Participation_Front

1

Islamic_Kurdish_League

1

Islamic_Labour_Movement_in_Iraq

1

Islamic_Labour_Party

1

Islamic_Movement_of_Afghanistan

1

Islamic_Party_of_Azerbaijan

1

Islamic_Party_of_Britain

1

Islamic_Party_of_Kurdistan

1

Islamic_Renaissance_Party_of_Tajikistan

1

Islamic_Rule_Party_of_Afghanistan

1

Islamic_Sharia_Council

1

Islamic_Society_of_Britain

1

Islamic_Society_of_Engineers

1

Islamic_Society_of_North_America

1

Islamic_Supreme_Council_of_America

1

Islamic_Supreme_Council_of_Iraq

1

Islamic-American_Zakat_Foundation

1

Isna_convention

1

Jamaat-e-Islami_Hind

1

Jamiat_Ahle_Hadith

1

Jamiat_Ulema-e-Pakistan

1

Jamiat-e_Islami

1

Justice_and_Development_Party

1

Kanz_ul_Huda

1

Mujahedeen_KOMPAK

1

Kurd_Hamas

1

Kurdistan_Islamic_Union

1

Lakas_–_Christian_Muslim_Democrats

1

Latino_American_Dawah_Organization

1

Malaysian_Islamic_Study_Group

1

Malaysian_People's_Welfare_Party

1

Minaret_of_Freedom_Institute

1

Minhaj-ul-Quran_UK

1

Moderation_and_Development_Party

1

Modern_Thinkers_Party_of_Islamic_Iran

1

Mojahedin_of_the_Islamic_Revolution_Organization

1
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Moslim_Democratische_Partij

1

Mosques_and_Imams_National_Advisory_Board

1

Movement_for_National_Reform

1

Muslim_Action_Committee

1

Muslim_American_Public_Affairs_Council

1

Muslim_Association_of_Britain

1

Muslim_Council_of_Britain

1

Muslim_Educational_Trust

1

Muslim_National_Unity_Alliance

1

Muslim_Parliament_of_Great_Britain

1

Muslim_Public_Affairs_Committee

1

Muslim_Public_Affairs_Council

1

Muslim_Students'_Association

1

Muslims_for_America

1

Muslims_in_New_York_City_Project

1

National_Islamic_Front

1

National_Trust_Party

1

Oxford_Centre_for_Islamic_Studies

1

Pakistan_Muslim_League

1

Pan-Malaysian_Islamic_Front

1

Pan-Malaysian_Islamic_Party

1

Peaceful_Families_Project

1

Progressive_British_Muslims

1

Progressive_Muslim_Movement

1

Prosperous_Justice_Party

1

Quilliam

1

Quilliam_Foundation

1

Shropshire_Islamic_Foundation

1

Society_of_Devotees_of_the_Islamic_Revolution

1

Somali_Institute_for_Peace_and_Justice_in_Minneapolis

1

Sri_Lanka_Muslim_Congress

1

Sufi_Muslim_Council

1

Tablighi_Jamaat

1

Tamil_Nadu_Muslim_Munnetra_Kazagham

1

Tanzeem-e-Islami

1

Tehrik-e-Jafaria_Pakistan

1

The_City_Circle

1

The_Islamic_Medical_Association_of_North_America

1

The_Islamic_Society_of_Central_New_York

1

The_Islamic_Society_of_Greater_Manchester

1

The_Young_Muslims_UK

1
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University_of_California_Irvine_Muslim_Student_Union

1

Young_Egypt_Party

1

Islamic_Thinkers_Society

1

Al_Muhajiroun

2

Akromiya

2

The_Saved_Sect

2

Al-Mukmin_Islamic_school

2

Benevolence_International_Foundation

2

Bosnian_mujahideen

2

Charitable_Society_for_Social_Welfare

2

Committee_for_the_Defense_of_Legitimate_Rights

2

Committee_for_the_Propagation_of_Virtue_and_the_Prevention_of_Vice

2

Eritrean_Islamic_Jihad

2

Hezb-e-Islami_Gulbuddin

2

Hojjatieh

2

Holy_Land_Foundation_for_Relief_and_Development

2

Indonesian_Mujahedeen_Council

2

Indonesian_Mujahidin_Council

2

Internationale_Humanitaere_Hilfsorganisation

2

Islam4UK

2

Islamic_Association_of_Palestine

2

Jagrata_Muslim_Janata_Bangladesh

2

Kalifatsstaat

2

Millî_Görüs

2

Movement_for_Islamic_Reform_in_Arabia

2

Muslim_Arab_Youth_Association

2

National_Development_Front

2

PLO

2

Qibla

2

The_Islamic_Foundation

2

Active_Islamic_Youth

2

1920_Revolution_Brigade

3

Abdullah_Azzam_Shaheed_Brigade

3

Abu_Hafs_al-Masri_Brigades

3

Abu_Sayyaf

3

Abu_Theeb

3

Aden-Abyan_Islamic_Army

3

Al-Gama'a_al-Islamiyya

3

Al-Badr

3

Muaskar_Anole

3

Islamic_Salvation_Front

3
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Libyan_Islamic_Fighting_Group

3

Armed_Islamic_Group_of_Algeria

3

Al-Qaeda

3

Al-Qaeda_in_Iraq

3

Al-Qaeda_Organization_in_the_Islamic_Maghreb

3

Al-Shabaab

3

Ansar_al-Islam

3

Army_of_Islam

3

Jund_Ansar_Allah

3

Jemaah_Islamiyah

3

Boko_Haram

3

Caucasian_Front

3

Jama'at_al-Jihad_al-Islami

3

Fatah_al-Islam

3

Dinniyeh_Group

3

East_Turkestan_Islamic_Movement

3

Islamic_Front_for_Armed_Jihad

3

Islamic_Defenders_Front

3

Fursan-i-Mohammed

3

Great_Eastern_Islamic_Raiders'_Front

3

Hamas

3

Hamas_of_Iraq

3

Harkat-ul-Jihad_al-Islami

3

Harkat-ul-Mujahideen

3

Hezbollah

3

Hezbollah_Al-Hejaz

3

Hizbul_Islam

3

Hizb-an-Nusra

3

Hizb-e-Abu_Omar

3

Hizbul_Mujahideen

3

Indian_Mujahideen

3

Ingush_Jamaat

3

Islamic_Army_in_Iraq

3

Islamic_Courts_Union

3

Shariat_Jamaat

3

islamic_jihad

3

Islamic_Jihad_for_the_Liberation_of_Palestine

3

Islamic_Jihad_Union

3

Islamic_Jihad_Movement_in_Palestine

3

Islamic_Maghreb

3

Islamic_Movement_of_Central_Asia

3
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Islamic_Movement_of_Uzbekistan

3

Islamic_State_of_Iraq

3

Jabhatul_Islamiya

3

Jadid_al_Qaeda

3

Jaish-e-Mohammed

3

Jamaat_Ansar_al-Sunna

3

Jamaat_ul-Fuqra

3

Jamaat-e-Islami

3

Jama'at-ud-Da'wah

3

Jamaat-ul-Mujahideen_Bangladesh

3

Jundallah

3

Jund_Ansar

3

Yarmuk_Jamaat

3

Kataib_al-Khoul

3

Lashkar-e-Islam

3

Lashkar-e-Jhangvi

3

Lashkar-e-Omar

3

Lashkar-e-Taiba

3

Laskar_Jihad

3

Moro_Islamic_Liberation_Front

3

Moroccan_Islamic_Combatant_Group

3

Ras_Kamboni_Brigades

3

Mujahideen_Shura_Council_(Iraq)

3

Muntada_al-Ansar

3

Muslim_Brotherhood

3

Muslim_United_Liberation_Tigers_of_Assam

3

Shabab_Movement

3

Sipah-e-Sahaba_Pakistan

3

Students_Islamic_Movement_of_India

3

Swords_of_Truth

3

Victorious_Sect

3

Taliban

3

Tehrik-i-Taliban_Pakistan

3

Turkish_Hezbollah

3

Ummah_Tameer-e-Nau

3

Wakefulness_and_Holy_War

3

Al_Azhar

3

Al_Qaeda

3

al-Quds_Brigades

3

Egyptian_Islamic_Jihad

3

IMU

3
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Islam_Defenders_Front_FPI

3

PKK

3

Polisario

3

Sudan_People's_Liberation_Army

3

Turkestan_Islamic_Movement

3

Turkestan_Islamic_Party

3
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Appendix C: Approximating the HBT Membership Network by Proximity in Text
This section provides reference information about how the HBT membership node was
approximated across the source materials. Following the identification and aggregation of all
high-frequency (at least 30 was the threshold used) individuals within the raw text, Automap was
used in order to calculate the number of links between each individual and the main organization
of interest (Hizb ut-Tahrir) for each year of the study. Individuals were considered to be part of
the HBT network if (across all years) at least 10 links were generated at a window size of 10
words across text units of 10 sentences. In other words, for each block of 10 sentences, if an alias
for the individual (ie Bob Jones) appeared within 10 words or less from an alias for the
organization (Hizb ut-Tahrir), a link was generated. Using this method, an original thesaurus of
2,447 unique names was narrowed down to 276 individuals that were assumed to be HBT
members via purely automated methods of identification. This list in turn was partially vetted in
order to remove obvious false positives 28 and verify the overall accuracy. Entries that were
vetted appear in table 11 (following). The table displays the individual agent, whether or not an
independent search through both source materials an elsewhere verified their status as an HBT
member, and also whether the agent is affiliated with another Islamist organization. Notes about
the individual‟s relevance (if any) follow each entry. Of the 80 individuals vetted at time of
writing, 43 were found to be living HBT members. An additional 19 individuals were found to
be members of another Islamist organization, family members of HBT members, or otherwise
peripherally associated with HBT without being actual HBT members. The final 18 individuals
were false positives. This brief analysis indicates that as the project continues to evolve, the

28

Frequent false positives included world leaders and/or prominent individuals that may be topical to the article’s
subject, such as Tony Blair or Osama Bin Laden. Journalists also frequently appeared. Historical/religious figures
such as the Prophet Mohammed often appeared as well. Less obvious false positives included deceased
leaders/former members of the group.
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accuracy of results will clearly be improved by verifying the organization‟s membership network
via independent research/subject matter expertise. Nevertheless, an accuracy rate of above 50%
using purely automated methods suggests the usefulness of this approach when attempting to
approximate elements of a group‟s membership network without having first-hand access to the
group itself.
Table 12: Accuracy of Automated HBT Membership Approximation

Agent Node

HBT
Member
?

Affiliated
with
Islamist
Group?

notes

abdul-ali

yes

yes

HBT Forum

abujamal

yes

yes

HBT Forum

abuyasir

yes

yes

HBT Forum

al-muwahhid

yes

yes

HBT Forum

neelu

yes

yes

HBT Forum

abeer-al-janabi

yes

yes

HBT Forum

abu_musa

yes

yes

HBT Forum

kobayshee

yes

yes

HBT Forum

muhammad_ahmad

yes

yes

HBT Forum

talib_yakubov

yes

yes

HBT Forum

taji_mustafa

yes

yes

leadership, exec committee

naveed_butt

yes

yes

leadership, media spokesman

baatil_ka_kaatil

yes

yes

HBT Forum

khalil_abu

yes

yes

Ata Abu Khalil Rashta, HBT leader

shaykh_ata_abu_rashta

yes

yes

Ata Abu Khalil Rashta, HBT leader

desertstorm

yes

yes

Forum

abu_one

yes

yes

HBT Forum

uthman_badar

yes

yes

HBT Australia media representative

abdallah_ahmed

yes

yes

HBT Forum

abuyaqub

yes

yes

HBT Forum

jungle_sniper

yes

yes

HBT Forum

dabullet

yes

yes

HBT Forum

abu_rashta

yes

yes

Ata Abu Khalil Rashta, HBT leader

undacova

yes

yes

HBT Forum

abdul_waheed

yes

yes

Dr Abdul Wahid HBT UK leader

mohiuddin_ahmed

yes

yes

Professor Mohiuddin Ahmed - Bangladesh spokesman

salim_yunus

yes

yes

HBT member in Tajikistan; connections to AM also

aasiyahlillah

yes

yes

HBT Forum
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atif_salahuddin

yes

yes

HBT Pakistan committee

imran_waheed

yes

yes

HBT UK media representative

mushtaq_raja

yes

yes

HBT UK community activist

islamiclarity

yes

yes

HBT Forum

imam_qaiser

yes

yes

Imam Qaiser Raheem HBT Pakistan Committee

wassim_dourehi

yes

yes

HBT Australia leader

mohammad_malkawi

yes

yes

HBT American member

ali_khan

yes

yes

HBT Forum

ata_abu

yes

yes

HBT global leader (combine)

sheikh_abdul

yes

yes

Abdul Qadeem Zallum - HBT Founder

omid_mehr

yes

yes

Ali Akbar Omid Mehr- HBT Denmark

sheikh_ali

yes

yes

Sheikh Ali al Halabi- HBT UK

yamin_zakaria

yes

yes

Islamic writer in UK

ashraf_doureihi

yes

yes

HBT Australia leader

mr_doureihi

yes

yes

HBT Australia leader

zakir_naik

no

yes

Islamic research foundation; islamic televangelist

omar_ibnul

no

yes

Historical Caliph

aafia_siddiqui

no

yes

al qaeda

abu_hamza

no

yes

militant preacher, Al Muhajiroun

abu_nidal

no

yes

founder of abu nidal organization

bukhari

no

yes

historical islamic Scholar

mohammad_omar

no

yes

Taliban leader

osman_hussain

no

yes

London Tubes bomber

muhammad_umar

no

yes

Islamist charity

ahmed_abdul-rahman

no

yes

guantanamo

imam_anwar

no

yes

Radical Islamist scholar and Al Qaeda member

abu_anas

no

yes

al-Tawheed wal-Jihad member; KIA Iraq 2004

rizwan_hussain

no

yes

Islamic UK-Balgladeshi Humanitarian worker

abu_jahl

no

yes

Historical figure (7th century)

abu_ubaydah

no

yes

Companion of the prophet Mohammed

abidah_nawaz

no

yes

Mother of HBT UK member arrested in Egypt

omar_khadr

no

yes

former Taliban fighter imprisoned at Guantanamo Bay

hassan_butt

no

yes

Former Al Muhajiroun member; now condemns violence

caliph_abdul-hamid

no

yes

Ottoman emperor

abdelkhalek_ben

no

no

Israeli defense minister

tony_abbott

no

no

UK Politician

raymond_davis

no

no

media

geert_wilders

no

no

dutch politician; criticizes islam

muhammadiyah

no

no

organization peaceful

nahdlatul_ulama

no

no

organization peaceful

sheikh_hasina

no

no

Bangladeshi Politician
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terry_gross

no

no

US Media

kevin_rudd

no

no

Australian Minister of Foreign Affairs

omar_suleiman

no

no

Egyptian Intelligence head

judge_ahmed
sheikh_muhammad_taqiuddin_alnabhani

no

no

Iranian judge

no

no

Founder of HBT; dead

ahmed_deedat

no

no

Islamic scholar

omar_bakri_mohammed

no

no

Al Muhajiroun leader

amr_moussa

no

no

Egyptian Foreign Minister and Arab League

craig_murray

no

no

UK ambassador to Uzbekistan

ahmed_rashid

no

no

Pakistani journalist

tim_ross

no

no

UK journalist
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Appendix D: Aggregate Associations of HBT Membership, HBT Organization and States (Top 30 from 2002-2010).
Table 12: HBT Membership Links to States, 2002-2010, by frequency

1

uk

7267

uk

7327

uk

7229

uk

7613

uk

7383

uk

7460

uk

2

usa

6715

usa

6711

usa

6802

usa

6781

usa

6712

usa

6752

usa

3

pakistan

3173

pakistan

3177

pakistan

3224

pakistan

3261

pakistan

3208

pakistan

3211

pakistan

4

denmark

2721

denmark

2707

denmark

2720

denmark

2725

denmark

2758

denmark

2711

denmark

5

israel

2375

israel

2411

israel

2392

israel

2386

israel

2440

israel

2404

israel

Link
s
721
9
676
0
323
5
274
1
239
0

libya

234
2

Rank

6

2002

libya

Links

2342

2003

libya

Links

2342

2004

libya

Links

2346

2005

libya

Links

2346

2006

libya

Links

2347

2007

libya

Links

2343

2008

7

indonesia

2243

indonesia

2223

indonesia

2213

indonesia

2221

indonesia

2268

indonesia

2321

indonesia

8

france

2173

france

2177

france

2191

france

2174

france

2182

france

2177

france

9

australia

1717

australia

1711

australia

1709

australia

1831

australia

1735

australia

1902

australia

226
0
219
4
175
2
160
0

2009

Links

2010

Links

usa

7915

usa

8377

uk

7680

uk

8264

pakistan

3836

pakistan

3892

denmark

3147

denmark

3489

israel

2843

indonesia

2869

indonesia

2631

israel

2865

france

2586

france

2793

libya

2382

libya

2459

lebanon

1966

australia

2199

netherland
s

1923

lebanon

2007

malaysia

1892

netherland
s

1976

syria

1884

syria

1955

australia

1881

malaysia

1947

egypt

1308

egypt

1443

10

lebanon

1571

lebanon

1569

lebanon

1569

lebanon

1581

lebanon

1588

lebanon

1581

lebanon

11

netherland
s

1537

netherland
s

1538

netherland
s

1540

netherland
s

1540

netherland
s

1538

netherland
s

1542

netherland
s

12

syria

1520

syria

1523

syria

1525

syria

1532

syria

1529

syria

1539

syria

13

malaysia

1507

malaysia

1509

malaysia

1508

malaysia

1508

malaysia

1507

malaysia

1513

malaysia

14

egypt

1498

egypt

1340

egypt

1306

egypt

1289

egypt

1309

egypt

1313

egypt

157
4
155
0
152
9
128
3

15

iraq

686

germany

801

iraq

684

iraq

748

germany

721

iraq

717

iraq

708

iraq

698

germany

835

16

germany

668

iraq

698

germany

673

germany

698

iraq

688

germany

668

germany

656

germany

684

iraq

784

17

jordan

589

jordan

594

jordan

593

jordan

583

jordan

584

jordan

588

jordan

586

jordan

594

jordan

673

18

tunisia

394

tunisia

394

tunisia

394

tunisia

394

russia

467

india

400

tunisia

395

india

446

russia

655

19

saudi_ara
bia

386

saudi_ara
bia

386

saudi_ara
bia

384

saudi_ara
bia

395

saudi_ara
bia

396

india

389

tunisia

411

india

473

394

saudi_ara
bia

385

saudi_ara
bia

397

tunisia

454

343

saudi_ara
bia

406
354
331

20
21

india
iran

22

russia

23

afghanista
n

355
313

india
iran

301

russia

273

afghanista
n

356
314

india
iran

306

russia

284

afghanista
n

362
319

russia
india

317

iran

284

afghanista
n

392

tunisia

380

saudi_ara
bia

371

india

316

iran

311

afghanista
n

388
383

tunisia
russia

318

iran

289

afghanista
n

394

iran

322

russia

287

afghanista
n

324

russia

316

iran

334

afghanista
n

280

afghanista
n

313

iran

88

24

turkey

233

turkey

249

uzbekistan

243

turkey

282

turkey

220

turkey

217

turkey

215

turkey

247

sudan

250

25

sudan

199

sudan

198

turkey

227

uzbekistan

236

sudan

200

sudan

201

sudan

198

sudan

208

turkey

236

26

china

109

china

108

sudan

197

sudan

205

china

114

china

114

china

116

china

122

kyrgyzstan

211

27

uzbekistan

92

kyrgyzstan

94

china

109

kyrgyzstan

202

uzbekistan

104

somalia

92

somalia

91

uzbekistan

96

china

134

28

somalia

87

somalia

88

somalia

87

china

114

somalia

87

uzbekistan

81

uzbekistan

81

somalia

89

somalia

97

29

kyrgyzstan

63

uzbekistan

76

kyrgyzstan

74

somalia

92

kyrgyzstan

64

kyrgyzstan

46

canada

48

kyrgyzstan

64

tajikistan

68

30

canada

46

canada

43

canada

42

canada

42

canada

42

canada

45

kyrgyzstan

48

canada

53

uzbekistan

63

Table 13: HBT Organization Links to States, 2002-2010, by frequency
Rank

2002

Links

2003

Links

2004

Links

2005

Links

2006

Links

2007

Links

2008

Links

2009

Links

2010

Links

1

uk

25628

uk

25730

uk

25726

uk

26489

uk

25938

uk

26179

uk

25920

uk

29414

uk

31009

2

pakistan

20159

pakistan

20185

pakistan

20199

pakistan

20234

pakistan

20180

pakistan

20205

pakistan

20378

turkey

23933

pakistan

25792

3

turkey

19854

turkey

19868

turkey

19859

turkey

19918

turkey

19850

turkey

19867

turkey

20094

pakistan

23914

turkey

25560

4

germany

19436

germany

19564

germany

19479

germany

19508

germany

19542

netherlands

19470

netherlands

19655

netherlands

23073

netherlands

25042

5

netherlands

19431

netherlands

19438

netherlands

19444

netherlands

19439

netherlands

19435

germany

19458

germany

19644

germany

23036

germany

25041

6

malaysia

19385

malaysia

19388

malaysia

19394

malaysia

19385

malaysia

19385

malaysia

19406

malaysia

19595

malaysia

23025

malaysia

24994

7

denmark

18926

denmark

18897

denmark

18931

denmark

18930

denmark

18959

denmark

18931

denmark

19126

denmark

22510

denmark

24378

8

indonesia

18305

indonesia

18287

indonesia

18319

indonesia

18318

indonesia

18462

indonesia

18436

indonesia

18637

indonesia

21623

indonesia

23659

9

lebanon

18191

lebanon

18181

lebanon

18188

lebanon

18199

lebanon

18193

lebanon

18203

lebanon

18379

lebanon

21468

lebanon

23443

10

france

17906

france

17901

france

17925

france

17918

france

17906

france

17920

france

18081

ukraine

21207

france

23070

11

ukraine

17634

ukraine

17628

ukraine

17638

ukraine

17631

ukraine

17628

israel

17673

ukraine

17837

france

21130

ukraine

22734

12

israel

17560

israel

17552

israel

17555

israel

17589

israel

17619

ukraine

17645

israel

17780

israel

20643

israel

22728

13

australia

17115

australia

17099

australia

17106

australia

17306

australia

17159

australia

17421

australia

17339

usa

20439

australia

21274

14

usa

16549

usa

16630

usa

16575

usa

16652

usa

16573

usa

16586

usa

16778

australia

19551

usa

20801

15

spain

5301

spain

5302

spain

5301

spain

5306

spain

5304

spain

5301

spain

5302

libya

5782

spain

6822

16

libya

5014

libya

5014

libya

5017

libya

5014

libya

5014

libya

5018

libya

5062

spain

5454

libya

6051

89

17

egypt

3747

egypt

3747

egypt

3739

egypt

3722

egypt

3724

egypt

3729

egypt

3741

egypt

4130

egypt

4592

18

syria

2996

syria

3001

syria

3000

syria

3011

syria

3003

syria

3006

syria

3046

syria

3705

syria

3868

19

tunisia

2305

tunisia

2305

uzbekistan

2558

uzbekistan

2665

tunisia

2305

tunisia

2307

tunisia

2328

tunisia

2712

tunisia

2876

20

uzbekistan

2226

uzbekistan

2272

tunisia

2306

tunisia

2306

uzbekistan

2283

uzbekistan

2250

uzbekistan

2290

uzbekistan

2709

uzbekistan

2675

21

jordan

1706

jordan

1712

jordan

1714

jordan

1712

jordan

1701

jordan

1705

jordan

1699

jordan

1708

jordan

1740

22

afghanistan

279

afghanistan

298

afghanistan

289

afghanistan

299

kyrgyzstan

298

afghanistan

282

afghanistan

292

afghanistan

331

kyrgyzstan

923

23

iran

258

tajikistan

274

iran

258

iraq

293

afghanistan

289

iran

265

tajikistan

274

kyrgyzstan

327

tajikistan

600

24

iraq

220

iran

260

russia

214

tajikistan

277

iran

258

iraq

230

iran

260

russia

292

russia

543

25

tajikistan

166

kyrgyzstan

240

iraq

211

iran

262

tajikistan

250

tajikistan

179

russia

216

iran

270

afghanistan

419

26

kyrgyzstan

164

iraq

232

tajikistan

179

russia

249

russia

235

russia

179

iraq

207

tajikistan

251

iran

281

27

sudan

162

russia

192

kyrgyzstan

172

kyrgyzstan

225

iraq

220

sudan

163

kyrgyzstan

191

iraq

213

iraq

231

28

belgium

122

sudan

164

sudan

162

sudan

171

sudan

162

kyrgyzstan

153

sudan

162

sudan

182

sudan

196

29

india

115

belgium

127

belgium

122

belgium

122

belgium

123

india

122

belgium

122

india

136

india

174

30

russia

102

india

115

india

115

india

121

india

115

belgium

122

india

117

belgium

122

belgium

122
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